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Abstract
We continue the development of matroid-based techniques for kernelization, initiated by the present
authors (TALG 2014). We significantly extend the usefulness of matroid theory in kernelization by
showing applications of a result on representative sets due to Lova´sz (Combinatorial Surveys 1977) and
Marx (TCS 2009). As a first result, we show how representative sets can be used to derive a polynomial
kernel for the elusive almost 2-sat problem (where the task is to remove at most k clauses to make a
2-cnf formula satisfiable), solving a major open problem in kernelization. This result also yields a new
O(√log OPT)-approximation for the problem, improving on the O(√logn)-approximation of Agarwal et
al. (STOC 2005) and an implicit O(log OPT)-approximation due to Even et al. (JACM 2000).
We further apply the representative sets tool to the problem of finding irrelevant vertices in graph
cut problems, that is, vertices that can be made undeletable without affecting the answer to the problem.
This gives the first significant progress towards a polynomial kernel for the multiway cut problem; in
particular, we get a kernel of O(ks+1) vertices for multiway cut instances with at most s terminals.
Both these kernelization results have significant spin-off effects, producing the first polynomial kernels
for a range of related problems.
More generally, the irrelevant vertex results have implications for covering min cuts in graphs. For a
directed graph G = (V,E) and sets S, T ⊆ V , let r be the size of a minimum (S, T )-vertex cut (which may
intersect S and T ). We can find a set Z ⊆ V of size O(|S| · |T | ·r) that contains a minimum (A,B)-vertex
cut for every A ⊆ S,B ⊆ T . Similarly, for an undirected graph G = (V,E), a set of terminals X ⊆ V ,
and a constant s, we can find a set Z ⊆ V of size O(|X|s+1) that contains a minimum multiway cut
for every partition of X into at most s pairwise disjoint subsets. Both results are polynomial time. We
expect this to have further applications; in particular, we get direct, reduction rule-based kernelizations
for all problems above, in contrast to the indirect compression-based kernel previously given for odd
cycle transversal (TALG 2014).
All our results are randomized, with failure probabilities that can be made exponentially small in n,
due to needing a representation of a matroid to apply the representative sets tool.
1 Introduction
Polynomial kernelization is a formalization of the notion of polynomial-time preprocessing, or more generally
of polynomial-time instance simplification and data reduction. Such reduction steps are commonly applied
in practice, see, e.g., the well-known CPLEX integer programming package, or many state-of-the-art SAT
solvers. However, to study this theoretically, one needs a notion of the hardness of an instance beyond the
instance size, e.g., the length of a certificate [38] or a more generic parameter associated with the input
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(cf. [21, 14]). Informally, a kernelization is a polynomial-time reduction of an input instance, with parameter
value k, to an equivalent instance of the same problem, the kernel, with total output size bounded as a
function of k; a problem has a polynomial kernel if the size bound is polynomial in k. This turns out to be
a robust and interesting notion, and there is much work on both upper and lower bounds for the existence
of, or best possible size of, a polynomial kernel for various problems; see [7, 29] and [6, 31, 19]. A recent
breakthrough was achieved by Drucker [22], who proved, among other things, that the AND-distillation
conjecture of Bodlaender et al. [6] holds assuming that NP does not admit non-uniform statistical zero-
knowledge proofs (a weaker assumption than the usual NP * coNP/poly).
Prior to this work (that is, prior to the extended abstract in 2012 [46]), there were two major groups
of problems for which the existence of polynomial kernels remained open. The first group is centered
around the almost 2-sat problem: Given a 2-CNF formula F and an integer k, can one remove at most k
clauses to make F satisfiable (or, equivalently, find an assignment under which at most k clauses are not
satisfied)? This is a natural, expressive problem which (at least for purposes of parameterized complexity
and kernelization) captures several problems of independent interest. For one thing, it directly expresses
odd cycle transversal (OCT); the existence of a polynomial kernel for OCT was a long-standing open
problem, until being solved by the present authors [47]. Less directly, a polynomial kernel for almost
2-sat has been shown to imply the same for vertex cover above matching, ko˝nig vertex deletion
for graphs with perfect matchings, and the rhorn-backdoor deletion set problem from practical SAT
solving (cf. [20, 44]), among other problems; see [66, 33, 61]. We add to the list vertex cover above
lp, i.e., vertex cover parameterized by the size of the LP gap. For all of these problems, no polynomial
kernel was previously known.
The second group of open problems represents the class of graph cut problems. This is a wide class, where
little is known regarding polynomial kernelization; problems for which polynomial kernelization is open
include directed feedback vertex set (arguably one of the biggest open problems in kernelization;
see [8]), multiway cut, and multicut under various parameterizations, as well as group feedback
arc/vertex set, which again generalizes OCT.
In this paper, we show polynomial kernels for almost 2-sat, and for a collection of graph cut problems,
including multiway cut with a constant number of terminals and multicut with a constant number of
cut requests. We also show results about covering min cuts and multiway cuts through a set of terminals
using few vertices, which should be of independent interest. We make use of a lemma on representative sets
from matroid theory, due to Lova´sz [51] and Marx [53]. In particular, we show how to apply the lemma in
irrelevant vertex arguments, i.e., how to use it to find vertices in cut problems which can be made undeletable
without affecting the outcome. All our results are randomized, with failure probabilities which can be made
exponentially small in the input size.
1.1 Our Techniques and Results
An extended illustration of the kernelization approach used in this paper is given in Section 4; below, we
give a brief overview of the technical tools.
The most important result used in this paper is the representative sets lemma due to Lova´sz [51] and
Marx [53]. To state this, we need to recall a few definitions (see also Sections 2 and 3).
A matroid is a pair M = (E, I) where I ⊆ 2E , referred to as the independent sets of M , is a set of subsets
of E subject to certain axioms (see Section 2). A particularly important case is a linear matroid. Let A be
an m×n matrix over a field F, and let E be the set of columns of A. Then A defines a matroid M = (E, I),
where I contains the sets of column vectors that are linearly independent over F, and we say that A represents
M . A matroid is linear if it is representable in this way.
For a set X ⊆ E, we say that a set Y ⊆ E extends X if X ∩ Y = ∅ and X ∪ Y ∈ I; this requires that
both X and Y are independent. The representative sets lemma shows that for each collection Y, there is a
subcollection Y∗ of bounded size that extends exactly the same sets X; we will later say that Y∗ represents
Y.
Lemma 1 (representative sets lemma [51, 53]). Let M = (E, I) be a linear matroid represented by a matrix
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A of rank r + s, and let Y be a collection of independent sets of M , each of size s. Assume that s is a




such that for every set X ⊆ E, there is a set in Y that extends X if and only if there is a set in Y∗
that extends X.
We show several powerful applications of this lemma in polynomial kernelization.
The power of the lemma lies in that the set X does not need to be provided; the algorithm only takes
the matrix A and the family Y as input, yet the output family Y∗ works for any set X. Let us review a
quick example (see Section 4 for more details). Let (G = (V,E), k) be an instance of Vertex Cover, and
let M be the uniform matroid over V of rank k + 2. Apply the lemma to M , with Y = E, and let E′ ⊆ E
be the edges retained in the output Y∗. Then it can be verified that for every X ⊆ V , |X| ≤ k, the set X
is a vertex cover of G if and only if there is no edge Y ∈ Y∗ that extends X. Hence (G, k) is a positive
instance of Vertex Cover if and only if (G′ = G(E′), k) is, and we have reduced the input to a graph of
|E′| = O(k2) edges (the kernel).
Still, although the above lemma is powerful, it is also non-trivial to apply to any given kernelization task,
and the main work of this paper consists of identifying applications – i.e., matroids M and families Y – that
are useful for kernelization, and reducing the task of kernelizing a problem to a situation where such a result
applies.
The most powerful applications come from gammoids, which are a family of representable matroids
encoding cuts in directed graphs (see Section 2). Crucially, while every vertex of a graph may participate
in some (A,B)-min cut for fixed (A,B), we are able to capture the property of a vertex v to occur in all
(A,B)-min cuts as the question of extending a certain independent set X(A,B), depending only on A and
B, by an independent set Y (v), depending only on v, in a specially created gammoid M . Moreover, this can
be done in such a way so that it can be applied simultaneously to all sets A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T for given vertex
sets S, T ⊆ V .
Using this together with the representative sets lemma, in polynomial time we are able to identify a set
Z ⊆ V of O((|S| + |T |)3) vertices that contains all such “essential” or bottleneck cut vertices v for every
one out of 2|S|+|T | cut problems created by selecting A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T . Variants of this, combined with
an irrelevant vertex approach, allow us to compute polynomial-sized cut-covering sets for various notions of
terminal cuts (see Theorem 1 and its corollaries).
The above ideas allow us to produce a range of kernelization results for Almost 2-SAT and related
problems; see below. We also consider a multi-partite version of the above setting (for details, see Section 5),
which has applications both to problems such as Multiway Cut and Multicut and to a highly general
problem called Group Feedback Vertex Set.
Our results: Cut-covering sets. Our possibly most surprising results have to do with covering min cuts
and multiway cuts in graphs. We have the following results (note that all our vertex cuts are allowed to
overlap the terminal set).
Theorem 1. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let S, T ⊆ V . Let r denote the size of a minimum (S, T )-
vertex cut (which may intersect S and T ). There exists a set Z ⊆ V , |Z| = O(|S| · |T | · r), such that for
any A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T , it holds that Z contains a minimum (A,B)-vertex cut. We can find such a set in
randomized polynomial time with failure probability O(2−|V |).
Applying this result to an auxiliary graph construction gives us the following, more expressive version.
Corollary 1. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, and W ⊆ V a set of terminals. We can identify, in
randomized polynomial time, a set Z ⊇W of O(|W |3) vertices such that for any partition W = A∪B∪R∪Q,
a minimum (A,B)-vertex cut in G−R is contained in Z.
For undirected graphs, we also show corresponding variants for multi-way partitions into constantly many
parts.
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Theorem 2. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph and X ⊆ V . For any s, there exists a set Z ⊆ V , |Z| =
O(|X|s+1), such that for any partition X = (X1, . . . , Xs) into exactly s parts, the set Z contains a minimum
multiway cut of X (i.e., a minimum cut C such that no pairs of distinct sets Xi, Xj are connected to each
other in G− C). We can find such a set in randomized polynomial time with failure probability O(2−|V |).
Corollary 2. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph and X ⊆ V . Let s be a constant. Then there is a set
Z ⊆ V of O(|X|s+1) vertices such that for every partition X = (X0, XX , X1, . . . , Xs) of X into s+2 possibly
empty parts, the set Z contains a minimum multiway cut of (X1, . . . , Xs) in the graph G − XX . We can
compute such a set in randomized polynomial time with failure probability O(2−|V |).
Almost 2-SAT and related problems. Applying the above methods and results to kernelization prob-
lems, we get several new results. We first focus on Almost 2-SAT. We give a kernel for this problem in
several steps. We begin by studying the compression form of the problem, where the input in addition to
an almost 2-sat instance (F , k) also contains a suboptimal solution X ⊆ V (F). We capture the essence
of this problem in a constrained graph cut problem we call digraph pair cut, and show a polynomial
kernelization for this problem using the representative sets lemma. In digraph pair cut we are given a
directed graph G = (V,E), a source vertex s, a set of pairs P ⊆ (V2), and an integer k; the task is to delete a
set X of at most k vertices other than s such that for each {u, v} ∈ P at least one of u and v is not reachable
from s in G−X. We get the following.
Theorem 3. digraph pair cut admits a randomized polynomial kernelization with O(k4) vertices, where
k is the bound on the solution size. The error is 2-sided, with error probability O(2−n).
Using this, from an instance (F , k) of almost 2-sat and a solution X to F , we can produce a kernel
for (F , k) of O(|X|4) variables. To complete the kernelization, we need to produce a small initial solution
X. In the previous version of this paper [46], we used the O(√log n)-approximation of Agarwal et al. [3]
in combination with an FPT algorithm to produce a solution X with |X| = O(k1.5), resulting in a kernel
of O(k6) vertices.1 Here, we show that the above kernelization can be adapted to preserve solution sizes.
Thus, by applying the approximation algorithm to the output of the previous kernelization, we are able to
produce a better approximation and a smaller kernel.
Theorem 4. almost 2-sat admits a randomized polynomial-time O(√log OPT)-approximation.
Theorem 5. almost 2-sat with a bound k on the solution size has a randomized kernel with O(k4 log2 k)
variables and failure probability O(2−n), limited to false negatives.
As mentioned above, this gives the first polynomial kernels for a range of problems.
Corollary 3. The following problems all have randomized polynomial kernels: vertex cover above
matching, vertex cover parameterized by ko˝nig deletion set, ko˝nig vertex deletion on
graphs with perfect matching, rhorn-backdoor deletion set, and vertex cover above lp.
Multiway Cut and Further Applications. Finally, we move on to kernelization results for cut problems
defined via multiple terminal sets or cut requests.
Theorem 6. The following kernelizations are possible: multiway cut with deletable terminals(k),
with O(k3) vertices; s-multiway cut(k), with O(ks+1) vertices; s-multicut(k), with O(kd
√
2se+1) vertices;
group feedback vertex set(k), for a group of s elements, with O((k log k log log k)s+1) vertices. All
results are randomized, with failure probability exponentially small in n. The errors are limited to false
negatives.
1We have since been made aware of a result of Even et al. regarding symmetric multicut in directed graphs [24], which




almost 2-sat (also known as min 2cnf deletion) was shown to be FPT, runtime O∗(15k),2 by Razgon
and O’Sullivan [67]; this has been improved to O∗(9k) [66], O∗(4k) [17], and O∗(2.6181k) [61]. It has
an O(√log n)-approximation by Agarwal et al. [3], an O(log OPT log log OPT)-approximation due to Even
et al. (via symmetric multicut) [24], and no constant factor approximation under the Unique Games
Conjecture [43].
Graph cut problems have been a catalyst for the development of new techniques in parameterized com-
plexity, including the now ubiquitous iterative compression technique [68, 35], the notion of important sepa-
rators [52], the shadow removal technique [54], and the approach of recursive understanding [11]. Our focus
here is on multiway cut(k), first shown to be FPT by Marx [52]. The currently fastest algorithm [17],
runtime O∗(2k), uses an LP approach based on work of Guillemot [34]; we also use some insights of the
latter.
As for polynomial kernelization of graph cut problems, in joint work with Cygan, Pilipczuk, and Pilipczuk [15]
the present authors show, amongst others, that multicut(k) and directed 2-multiway cut(k) do not
admit polynomial kernels unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses. Apart from this, and previous work [47]
for odd cycle transversal, little is known about kernels for cut or feedback problems beyond the ker-
nelizations for feedback vertex set, e.g., [71].
For a long time (e.g., up until the publication of the extended abstract [46]), matroids saw little use
in parameterized algorithms, either as tools or as a problem setting. Pioneering work includes Marx [53]
and Marx and Schlotter [55]. However, since the publication of [46], matroid-based tools have become an
important ingredient, especially in the construction of fast deterministic FPT algorithms [28, 14]. Con-
sequently, there has also been interest in derandomizing common matroid operations and representation
constructions [49, 59]. The core challenge of a deterministic representation for transversal matroids and
gammoids remains unsolved, although there have been recent breakthroughs on related problems [26, 36].
Linear representations in general have also been used for kernelization and other tasks of compact information
representation [47, 72, 4, 56].
Irrelevant vertex arguments are a central part of the disjoint paths algorithm of Robertson and Sey-
mour [69], which lies behind the celebrated FPT algorithm for testing graph minors. However, the arguments
used by Robertson and Seymour to locate irrelevant vertices are very different from those used in this paper
(and the resulting bounds are far from polynomial).
Moitra [60] defined and constructed vertex cut sparsifiers, which, given a graph G and a set of terminals X,
approximate the values of all terminal cuts in G using (capacitated) edges on vertex set X only. This has
led to a sequence of follow-up work; closest to our setting is Chuzhoy [13], who gives a constant-factor
approximation result using O(C3) vertices, where C is the total capacity of the terminals X (assuming every
edge has capacity at least one). The present work differs from hers in that, on the one hand, we do not
consider weighted edges; on the other hand, our constructions are exact, run in polynomial time in both n
and k, and also cover directed graphs (and vertex deletions); see Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. Chuzhoy also
covers the more general case of flow sparsifiers (see [48]).
Follow-up work. Several recent papers have applied the techniques introduced in this work (that is, in
the extended abstract [46]). Fafianie et al. [25] use the two-way cut-covering result for a preprocessing un-
der uncertainty result for bipartite matching. Hols and Kratsch [40] obtain a randomized polynomial
kernelization for the subset feedback vertex set problem where one needs to delete at most k ver-
tices to remove all cycles that contain at least one edge or vertex from a specified set; the key argument
in the kernelization is a more involved version of what is used for the multiway cut with deletable
terminals(k) (see Section 4.2), which is generalized by this problem. Kratsch [45] gave a randomized poly-
nomial kernelization for vertex cover parameterized above lova´sz-plummer bound, complementing
an earlier FPT-algorithm by Garg and Philip [32]. The kernelization uses the approach taken for digraph
pair cut(k) to reduce instances in order to then allow a reduction to vertex cover above matching and
2O∗-notation suppresses factors polynomial in the input size.
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application of the randomized kernelization obtained in the present work. Further kernelization applications
include a problem of connectivity preservation under edge deletion [37].
Organization. Section 2 contains general preliminaries, and Section 3 contains additional background
material relating to representative sets. Section 4 presents the approach of polynomial kernelization via rep-
resentative sets in more detail. Thereafter, Section 5 contains the results on cut-covering sets; Section 6 gives
applications to the kernelization of almost 2-sat and related problems; and Section 7 gives applications to
multiway cut and group feedback vertex set problems. Section 8 finishes the paper.
2 Preliminaries
Parameterized complexity and kernelization A parameterized problem is a language Q ⊆ Σ∗ × N;
the second component of instances (x, k) is called the parameter (cf. [21, 14]). A parameterized problem
is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) if there is an algorithm A and a computable function f : N → N such
that A decides (x, k) ∈ Q in time f(k)|x|O(1). A kernelization of Q is a polynomial-time computable
mapping K : Σ∗×N→ Σ∗×N : (x, k) 7→ (x′, k′) such that |x′|, k′ ≤ h(k) and such that (x, k) ∈ Q if and only
if (x′, k′) ∈ Q; here h is a computable function that is called the size of the kernel and K is a polynomial
kernelization if h(k) is polynomially bounded.
Occasionally, we will use as shorthand a phrase of accepting or rejecting an instance of a parameterized
problem in a kernelization. Formally, this refers to producing an output (x′, k′) that is, respectively, a
constant-sized positive or negative instance of the problem.
A compression of a parameterized problem Q, into a (not necessarily parameterized) problem Q′, is a
polynomial-time computable mapping K : Σ∗ × N → Σ∗ : (x, k) 7→ x′ such that |x′| ≤ h(k) and such that
(x, k) ∈ Q if and only if x′ ∈ Q. Again, h is a computable function that is called the size of the compression
and K is a polynomial compression if h(k) is polynomially bounded. Note that a polynomial kernelization
implies a polynomial compression. Conversely, if Q′ is in NP, and if Q is NP-complete when k is coded in
unary, then a polynomial compression implies a polynomial kernelization [9].
Fortnow and Santhanam [31] and Bodlaender et al. [6] provided a framework to exclude the existence of a
polynomial kernelization for a parameterized problem under a standard complexity-theoretical assumption.
More generally, the framework excludes polynomial compressions, as well as more general notions including
non-uniform compressions; see Dell and van Melkebeek [19].
All kernelization results in this paper are randomized, i.e., there is a (small) chance for the reduced
instance not to be equivalent to the input. In all cases, such failure occurs with probability exponentially
small in the input size. Such kernelizations are easily seen to be computable in non-uniform polynomial
time using Adleman’s trick [2], hence they are compatible with the above-mentioned framework [31], i.e., a
successful application of the lower bound framework would (conditionally) rule out kernelizations such as
ours. The interested reader is also referred to the work of Drucker [22] regarding lower bounds for randomized
compression.
Let P,Q ⊆ Σ∗×N be parameterized problems. A polynomial parameter transformation (PPT) from P to
Q is a polynomial-time computable mapping K : Σ∗ × N→ Σ∗ × N : (x, k) 7→ (x′, k′) such that (x, k) ∈ P if
and only if (x′, k′) ∈ Q, and k′ ≤ p(k) for some polynomial p. In this case, a polynomial kernel for Q implies
a polynomial compression for P , and under the same conditions as above additionally implies a polynomial
kernel for P . [10]
Graphs In this work, graphs G = (V,E) may be undirected, directed, or mixed, i.e., E ⊆ (V2), E ⊆ V 2, or
E ⊆ (V2) ∪ V 2. Some terms and statements are given for mixed graphs, as those strictly contain undirected
and directed graphs as special cases; aspects specific to the purely undirected or directed case are pointed
out where applicable. We reserve D = (V,A), with A ⊆ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V ∧ u 6= v}, to distinguish directed
graphs in a few places.
A path from s to t in a mixed graph is a sequence (s = v0, v1, . . . , v` = t) such that for each i ∈
{0, . . . , ` − 1} we have {vi, vi+1} ∈ E or (vi, vi+1) ∈ E; in other words, any undirected edge {u, v} can be
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traversed in both directions, any directed edge (u, v) only from u to v. We are mainly interested in vertex
cuts of such graphs and there are two prevalent forms: (1) For given sets A,B ⊆ V , an (A,B)-cut is a set
X ⊆ V such that there is no path from A \X to B \X in G−X; we note that paths from B \X to A \X
may still exist in G−X. We also emphasize that, throughout the paper, (A,B)-cuts may intersect A and B,
unless otherwise noted. As a shorthand, we write (v,B)-cut for the case where A = {v} and the cut may
not intersect A. Throughout we use (A,B)-min cut to refer to an (A,B)-cut of minimum cardinality. (2)
For a given set T ⊆ V and a partition T = {T1, . . . , T`} of T , a T -multiway cut is a set X ⊆ V (optionally
restricted to X ⊆ V \ T ) such that there is no s, t-path in G−X with s and t in different sets Ti and Tj ; we
note that this excludes paths from Ti to Tj and vice versa for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ `. In particular, the notions of
(A,B)-cut and {A,B}-multiway cut are distinct.
Because we are working only with vertex cuts, the above definitions are fully consistent with simulating all
graphs as purely directed graphs by replacing any undirected edge {u, v} with its two directed counterparts
(u, v) and (v, u) (unless already present). Thus, all our results for directed graphs hold just as well for
undirected and mixed graphs. Our results for undirected graphs, however, especially regarding multiway
cuts and related problems, do not extend to directed or mixed graphs: One crucial obstruction is that
there is no polynomial kernelization (under standard assumptions) for directed 2-multiway cut (k) [15],
equivalently, for breaking all paths from A to B and simultaneously all paths from B to A in a directed
graph using at most k vertex deletions.
Most of our techniques involve adding additional vertices with only incoming or only outgoing directed
edges. Generally, this does not add or remove any paths (in the above sense) between vertices of the original
graph, but it helps to formalize existence of certain path packings. If the given graph is undirected then this
will turn it into a mixed graph but paths between original vertices still exist as before and, crucially, always
in both directions.
We will heavily use the following immediate extension of Menger’s Theorem [57] to mixed graphs. For
ease of presentation we will usually switch freely between the size of an (A,B)-min cut and the maximum
number of vertex-disjoint paths from A to B.
Proposition 1. Let G = (V,E) be a mixed graph and let A,B ⊆ V be not necessarily disjoint vertex sets.
The size of (A,B)-min cuts is equal to the maximum number of (fully) vertex-disjoint paths from A to B in
G. Note that for v ∈ A ∩B we have (v) as a legal path (of length zero).
Matroids A matroid is a pair M = (E, I), where E is the ground set and I ⊆ 2E a collection of subsets of
E, called independent sets, such that: (i) ∅ ∈ I; (ii) if I1 ⊆ I2 and I2 ∈ I, then I1 ∈ I; and (iii) if I1, I2 ∈ I
and |I2| > |I1|, then there exists some x ∈ (I2 \ I1) such that I1 ∪ {x} ∈ I. A set I ⊆ E is independent
if I ∈ I, and dependent otherwise. A set B ∈ I is a basis of M if no superset of B is independent; a matroid
may equivalently be defined by its set of bases. For a subset X ⊆ E, the rank r(X) of X is the largest
cardinality of an independent set I ⊆ X. The rank of M is r(M) := r(E).
Let A be a matrix over a field F and E be the set of columns of A. Let I be the set of all sets X ⊆ E
of columns that are linearly independent over F (as vectors). Then (E, I) defines a matroid M , and we say
that A represents M . A matroid is representable (over a field F) if there is a matrix (over F) that represents
it. A matroid representable over some field is called linear. In this work, we will concern ourselves only with
linear matroids. It is well known that row operations on a matrix, say A, do not affect the sets of columns
of A that are linearly independent. Thus, any representation A for a matroid M of rank r = r(M) can be
reduced to one where A has only r rows: Pick a row basis of A and use row operations to reduce all other
rows to all-zero; then discard all other rows without affecting the sets of independent columns (or, in fact,
discard all but a row basis right away); see also Marx [53]. We will always assume that given representations
are reduced in this sense.






matroid where every set of size at most r is independent. The uniform matroid is representable over any
sufficiently large field (indeed, it is a gammoid, but a representation can also be produced deterministically
via a Vandermonde matrix, cf. [53]).
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For two matroids M1 = (V1, I1), M2 = (V2, I2) on disjoint ground sets, the direct sum of M1 and M2
is the matroid M1 ⊕M2 = (V1 ∪ V2, I) where I ∈ I if and only if I ∩ Vi ∈ Ii, i = 1, 2. Naturally, the
construction can be generalized to the direct sum over several matroids, with pairwise disjoint ground sets.
Given representations A1 of M1 and A2 of M2 over the same field F, a representation A of M1 ⊕M2 can be






Gammoids Let D = (V,A) be a directed graph and let S, T ⊆ V . The set T is linked to S if there exist |T |
vertex-disjoint paths from S to T ; this allows paths of length zero, e.g., any set is linked to itself. Given
any directed graph D = (V,A) with source vertices S ⊆ V and sink vertices U ⊆ V , the sets T ⊆ U that
are linked to S in D form a matroid, a so-called gammoid [65] (cf. [64]). We require only the special case
of strict gammoids where U = V but use the shorter name gammoid and use (D,S) to mean the (strict)
gammoid on graph D with sources S (and sinks U = V ). Marx [53] gave a randomized polynomial-time
procedure for finding a representation of a strict gammoid. The error probability can be made exponentially
small in the size of the graph.
Theorem 7 ([65, 53]). Let D = (V,A) be a directed graph, and let S ⊆ V . The subsets T ⊆ V which are
linked to S form the independent sets of a matroid over V . Furthermore, a representation of this matroid
can be obtained in randomized polynomial time with one-sided error.
To extend the notion of a gammoid to undirected and mixed graphs, we extend the notion of linked sets
in the natural way: A set T ⊆ V is linked to S ⊆ V in an undirected or mixed graph G = (V,E) if there
are |T | vertex-disjoint paths from S to T in G. Here, as before, paths may use undirected edges {u, v} as
either (u, v) or (v, u). Gammoids and strict gammoids for undirected and mixed graphs are now defined
as in the directed case; in particular, we use (G,S) for the gammoid of G with source vertices S. This
extension is equivalent to forming gammoids for G = (V,E) using the directed graph D = (V,A) where we
have (u, v), (v, u) ∈ A for all {u, v} ∈ E.
For an undirected, directed, or mixed graph G = (V,E) and sets S, T ⊆ V , we write λG(S, T ) for the
maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths from S to T in G, i.e., the unit-capacity vertex-disjoint flow from
S to T . Equivalently, λG(S, T ) is the rank of T in the gammoid (G,S).
Note that for any sets S,X ⊆ V in a graph G = (V,E), the set X is linked to S if and only if (X \ S) is
linked to (S \X) in G− (S ∩X). Hence in a gammoid (G,S), specifying members of S in an independent
set X can be seen as “disabling” these vertices.
We use two crucial operations on graphs G to get a specific behavior in the gammoid (G,S):
1. Creation of sink-only copies of vertices. By adding a sink-only copy of a vertex v we mean adding a
vertex v′ that retains only the incoming edges of v (for undirected edges {u, v} only the directed edge
(u, v′) is kept). These will be used, effectively, to require two paths to a vertex v ∈ X in a set X linked
to S. Note that adding v′ to the graph has no effect on any independent (linked) set not containing v′
because v′ cannot be an internal vertex of any path. This will turn an undirected into a mixed graph,
though the induced graph on the original vertex set remains the same.
2. By bypassing a vertex v in a graph G = (V,E) (or making a vertex v undeletable in G) we mean an
operation that removes the vertex v from the graph while not changing the separation achieved by any
vertex cuts that avoid v; this is achieved by adding suitable shortcut edges between the neighbors of
v. Intuitively, for all paths (u, v, w) in G we ensure that (u,w) is a path in the resulting graph G′ by
adding the edge (u,w) or {u,w} unless already present (the latter only if also (w, v, u) is a path in G).
The exact implementation differs depending on the type of edges already in G so that, in particular,
undirected and directed graphs are preserved: If G = (V,E) only has directed edges then we add (u,w)
to G′ for each path (u, v, w); the result is a directed graph. If G = (V,E) has only undirected edges
then a path (u, v, w) in G implies that also (w, v, u) is a path in G; we add {u,w} to G′ for all such
paths and obtain an undirected graph. For all other graphs, i.e., mixed graphs with both directed and
undirected edges, we add (u,w) to G′ for each path (u, v, w) ∈ G. (Note that we do not need the latter
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case in our results.) We emphasize that from the perspective of vertex cuts and vertex-disjoint paths
all variants of bypassing are functionally the same.
For an undirected graph G = (V,E), bypassing all vertices in any set S ⊆ V is equivalent to taking
the so-called torso of G onto V \ S. Intuitively, this takes G[V \ S and for all u, v ∈ V \ S it adds the
edge {u, v} if there is a u, v-path in G whose internal vertices are all in S.
Intuitively, bypassing is only needed in the original directed or undirected graphs in our applications.
There, we take the given graph, attach sink-only copies, construct a gammoid, and then identify a vertex v
to bypass. We perform the latter in the original graph and start over.
Let us state formally the effects of bypassing a vertex.
Proposition 2. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected, directed, or mixed graph and let G′ be the result of
bypassing some vertex v ∈ V in G. Then for any set X ⊆ V \ {v} and any vertices s, t ∈ V \ (X ∪ {v}),
there is a path from s to t in G−X if and only if there is a path from s to t in G′ −X.
Proof. Assume first that G = (V,E) is an undirected graph, i.e., E ⊆ (V2), and let G′ be obtained by
bypassing v. Moreover, let X ⊆ V \ {v} and let s, t ∈ V \ X. For the if-part, assume that P = (s =
v0, v1, . . . , v`−1, v` = t) is an s, t-path in G−X. If P does not contain v then it is also an s, t-path in G′−X.
Otherwise, let i ∈ {1, . . . , `−1} so that v = vi. It follows directly that vi−1, vi+1 ∈ NG(v). Thus, G′ contains
the edge {vi−1, vi+1} and, hence, P ′ = (s = v0, v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, v`−1, v` = t) is an s, t-path in G′ −X. For
the only if-part, assume that P ′ = (s = v0, v1, . . . , v`−1, v` = t) is an s, t-path in G′ −X. If all edges of P ′,
i.e., all edges {vi, vi+1} with i ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1}, are also present in G then P ′ is also an s, t-path in G −X.
Otherwise, every edge {vi, vi+1} /∈ E can be replaced as follows: By definition of bypassing v, both vi and
vi+1 must neighbors of v in order for {vi, vi+1} to be added in G′. Thus, we can replace each such edge by
tracing P ′ through v using the edges {vi, v} and {v, vi+1} in G−X. If this happens more than once, then
the resulting path, say Pˆ , would contain multiple copies of v; clearly, Pˆ can be shortcut to an s, t-path P in
G−X.
The argument is essentially the same for directed and mixed graphs, respectively: In the if part, if v = vi
then (vi−1, v, vi+1) is a path in G and we have, thus, added {vi−1, vi+1} or (vi−1, vi+1) to G′. In either
case, the path P ′ = (s = v0, v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, v`−1, v` = t) is an s, t-path in G′ −X. In the only if-part, we
have (vi, vi+1) or {vi, vi+1} in G′ for all i ∈ {0, . . . , `− 1}. If neither (vi, vi+1) ∈ E nor {vi, vi+1} ∈ E then
(vi, v, vi+1) is a path in G, as that is required for either edge to be added to G
′. But then we can replace
the edge in question by tracing the path through v in G −X, and we can shortcut the resulting path Pˆ if
necessary to get an s, t-path in G−X.
Observe that this proposition has a strong implication for vertex cuts X in G: If X does not contain v
then X separates the same vertex pairs s, t (except vertex v) in G and in G′. In particular, achieving any
separation request (e.g., a multiway cut for a set T ⊆ V ) cannot have a cheaper solution after bypassing any
vertex v; it could, however, become more expensive (or even impossible) if all minimum cuts contain vertex
v. We will use the representative sets lemma and analysis of properties of vertex cuts to later find vertices
v that can be bypassed while preserving at least one minimum cut for the given separation request, i.e., we
will guarantee that there is at least one such cut that does not contain v, ensuring that the minimum cost
to separate does not change.
3 Tools from matroid theory
3.1 Representative sets
The notion of representative sets plays an essential role in the paper.
Definition 1 ([53]). Let M = (V, I) be a matroid and let X be an independent set in M . We say that a
set Y ⊆ V extends X in M if X ∩ Y = ∅ and X ∪ Y ∈ I. For Y ⊆ 2V , we say that a subset Y∗ ⊆ Y is
r-representative for Y if the following holds: for every set X ⊆ V of size at most r, if there is a set Y ∈ Y
that extends X in M , then there is a set Y ′ ∈ Y∗ that extends X in M .
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We will use the term representative set without specifying r to mean an (r(M) − s)-representative set.
The following result about representative sets is due to Marx [53], building on work of Lova´sz [51]; in this
work, we refer to it as the representative sets lemma.
Lemma 2 (representative sets lemma [51, 53]). Let M be a linear matroid of rank r + s, and let Y be
a collection of independent sets of M , each of size s. There exists a set Y∗ ⊆ Y of size at most (r+ss )
that is r-representative for Y. Furthermore, given a representation A of M , we can find such a set Y∗ in
time (m+ ||A||)O(s), where m = |Y| and ||A|| denotes the encoding size of A.
The running time was improved by Fomin et al. [28] to (m+ ||A||)O(1). However, in all our applications
s will be constant, in which case the above algorithm runs in polynomial time.
The following lemma is simple but useful.
Lemma 3. Let M = (V, I) be a matroid. For i = 1, . . . , s, let M(i) denote a copy of M on a disjoint copy
V (i) of the ground set V , and let M ′ = M(1) ⊕ . . . ⊕M(s) be their direct sum. Let Y ⊆ V with |Y | = s,
and write Y = {v1, . . . , vs}. Then for any X ⊆ V , {vi} extends X in M for every i ∈ [s] if and only if
{v1(1), . . . , vs(s)} extends X(1) ∪ . . . ∪X(s) in M ′, where v(i) for v ∈ V denotes the copy of v in V (i), and
X(i) = {v(i) | v ∈ X}.
A similar statement applies if Y is a constant-sized tuple of constant-sized subsets of V (e.g., if we ask
that X is extended by Si for every Si ∈ Y ). For this situation, we can achieve an upper bound on the size
of a representative set that is stronger than for the general case as given by the representative sets lemma;
it follows by observing a nontrivial, smaller upper bound for the corresponding exterior space.
Lemma 4. Let M1 = (V1, I1), . . . ,Md = (Vd, Id) be a sequence of matroids, represented over the same field
F and with pairwise disjoint ground sets, and let V = V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vd. Let Y ⊆ 2V be a collection of sets
Y ⊆ V such that |Y ∩ Vi| = ci for each i ∈ [d] and each Y ∈ Y, for some sequence c1, . . . , cd ∈ N. Then a







, where r(Mi) =: ri is the rank
of Mi.
Proof. Let r = r1 + . . . + rd be the rank of M , and let c = c1 + . . . + cd be the cardinality of sets Y ∈ Y.
Assume w.l.o.g. a representation of M where each v ∈ V is represented by a vector in Fr. Following the
algorithm behind the representative sets lemma, as presented by Marx [53], we associate with every Y ∈ Y
a c-vector
∧
v∈Y v in the exterior algebra over Fr. The size of a representative set then corresponds to the
dimension of the space spanned by these c-vectors, which is therefore the quantity we wish to bound.
For this, let e1, . . . , er be a basis of M , consisting of a basis for Mi for every i ∈ [d] in turn. We may then
expand
∧
v∈Y v into a sum of wedge products ei1 ∧ . . .∧ eic where each eij is a base vector and i1 < . . . < ic.
Here we use that the wedge product is antisymmetric, i.e.,
v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vi−1 ∧ vi ∧ vi+1 ∧ vi+2 ∧ . . . ∧ vr = −(v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vi−1 ∧ vi+1 ∧ vi ∧ vi+2 ∧ . . . ∧ vr),
and multi-linear, i.e.,




 ∧ vi+1 ∧ . . . ∧ vr = ∑`
j=1
αj(v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vi−1 ∧ uj ∧ vi+1 ∧ . . . ∧ vr),
(cf. [73]). It is easy to observe that this produces only terms that for each i ∈ [d] contain exactly ci elements







, which therefore is also a bound









Figure 1: Illustration of closest sets. The sets {p, q}, {s, c} and {a, b, c} (among others) are closest sets to
S = {a, b, c}. The set {p, q, r} is not, because {a, b, c} is a cut closer to S; the set {p, q, s} is not, because
{p, q} is a smaller cut; and the set {p, s} is not, because {p, q} is a cut closer to S.
3.2 Closest cuts and gammoid rank
Our usage of representative sets and the representative sets lemma is centered around the concept of closest
sets, defined as follows. See Figure 1 for an illustration. Let G = (V,E) be a mixed graph and let S ⊆ V .
A set X ⊆ V is closest to S if X is the unique (S,X)-min cut in G. (Recall that an (S,X)-cut is permitted
to intersect both S and X, and necessarily has to contain S ∩X.) If so, we say that X is a closest set. For
any set of vertices X, the induced closest set C(X) is the unique (S,X)-min cut that is closest to S. This is
well-defined by the submodularity of cuts, cf. Schrijver [70, Chapter 44]. If X is a closest set, then C(X) = X.
More precisely, define an auxiliary graph G′ by adding a new vertex s with N+(s) = S and N−(s) = ∅,
and define a function f : 2V \X → N by f(U) = |N+G′(U ∪ {s})|. Then f is submodular, i.e., it satisfies the
inequality
f(A) + f(B) ≥ f(A ∩B) + f(A ∪B)
for any A,B ⊆ V \X. It follows that there is a unique minimal set U that minimizes f , and N+G′(U ∪{s}) is
the closest min-cut C(X). The induced closest set can be found efficiently by standard max-flow arguments.
For this, introduce a further new vertex t with N−(t) = X and N+(t) = ∅; replace each undirected edge
{u, v} by the two arcs (u, v), (v, u) to create a directed graph; split every vertex v ∈ G′ − {s, t} into two
vertices v−, v+ with an arc (v−, v+), where arcs (u, v) into v are replaced by (u, v−) and arcs (v, w) out of
v are replaced by (v+, w); and compute a max-flow from s to t in the resulting network, with arc capacities
c(v−, v+) = 1 for all v ∈ V and arc capacities 2 for all other arcs. Let Gf be the corresponding residual
network, where arcs of capacity 0 have been deleted. Then C(X) is precisely the set of vertices v such that
v− is reachable from s in Gf but v+ is not.
Note that a closest set does not need to be a cut; there may not be any vertices except for X that are
separated from S by X. In case of ambiguity, we also write CG(X,S) for C(X) with the graph G and/or
the set S specified.
Let us briefly clarify the special case of sets X that are closest to a single vertex x. By our convention,
(v,B)-cuts may intersect B but not A = {v}. Accordingly, X is closest to v if X is the unique (v,X)-min
cut that does not contain v. Note that this behavior can be simulated by creating sufficiently many parallel
copies of v, namely more than |X|, and thus all further properties of closest sets go through for this special
case as well.
Closest sets are a natural notion, but do not seem to have a fixed name; e.g., they occur in the bipedal
stage of the multicut(k) algorithm of Marx [54]. There are also similarities between closest sets and the
concept of important separators [52]: for any set X closest to S that separates some vertex v /∈ X from S,
there is a corresponding important separator. However, the change of focus from separation to closeness
means that the concepts behave differently.
We make the following observations connecting closest sets to the rank function of a gammoid.
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Proposition 3. Let G = (V,E) be a mixed graph with a set of sources S ⊆ V , and let X ⊆ V . Let G′ be
the result of adding a sink-only copy x′ for every vertex x ∈ X. The following hold.
1. The set X is closest to S in G if and only if X + x′ is independent in the gammoid (G′, S) for
every x ∈ X \ S.
2. Let XB be a maximal independent subset of X containing X∩S. A vertex v ∈ V is reachable from S\X
in G− C(X) if and only if XB + v is independent in the gammoid (G′, S).
3. In particular, if X is independent and disjoint from S then any v ∈ V is reachable from S in G−C(X)
if and only if X + v is independent in (G′, S).
Proof. For part (1), assume first that the only if-part holds. Furthermore, assume for contradiction that X
is not closest to S in G and let Z 6= X be an (S,X)-min cut of size at most |X| in G. Since |Z| ≤ |X| and
Z 6= X, we can pick a vertex v ∈ X \ Z. Because Z is an (S,X)-cut it holds that x /∈ S and, hence, that
X + x′ is independent in the gammoid. This implies that there are |X| + 1 paths from S to X that are
vertex-disjoint except for sharing x. Thus, because x /∈ Z, the set Z must miss at least one of the paths; a
contradiction. Thus Z cannot exist and X is indeed closest to S in G.
For the if-part of (1), assume that X is closest to S in G. Thus, there is no (S,X)-cut of size less than
|X| in G and, by Proposition 1 (Menger’s Theorem for mixed gaphs), there are |X| vertex-disjoint paths
from S to X in G. The same paths exist also in G′ and, thus, X is independent in the gammoid (G′, S).
Now, let x ∈ X \ S and assume for contradiction that X + x′ is dependent in the gammoid, implying that
there are exactly |X| vertex-disjoint paths from S to X + x′ in G′ (as we already have |X| paths from S to
X in G′). Again by Menger’s Theorem for mixed graphs, there is an (S,X + x′)-cut Z of size |X| in G′.
We show that x /∈ Z: The set Z must contain exactly one vertex from each of the |X| vertex-disjoint paths
from S to X in G′, and no further vertices. Since x′ is sink-only, it cannot be an internal vertex of such a
path and, thus, it cannot be in Z. Now if x ∈ Z then by minimality of Z there is a path from S to x that
avoids Z − x. However, this path can also be used as a path from S to x′ avoiding Z, contradicting that Z
is an (S,X + x′)-cut; thus x /∈ Z. Clearly, Z is also an (S,X)-cut in G. Thus, Z is an (S,X)-cut of size |X|
but different from X (as x /∈ Z), contradicting that X is closest to S in G. Thus, X + x′ is independent in
the gammoid for all x ∈ X \ S.
For the only if-part of (2), assume that XB + v is independent. Thus, there is a set P of |XB |+ 1 vertex-
disjoint paths from S to XB + v in G
′, including a path Pv from S to v. Since sink-only copies can only be
endpoints of paths, all these paths exist also in G, including the set Pˆ = P \ {Pv} of |XB | vertex-disjoint
paths from S to XB . As, C(X) separates S from X ⊇ XB it must intersect all |XB | vertex-disjoint paths in
Pˆ. Thus, it has size exactly |XB | and contains exactly one vertex per path from S to XB in Pˆ; it contains
no further vertices. In particular, it does not contain any vertex on the path Pv from S to v, implying that
v is reachable from S \X (as S ∩X ⊆ X) in G− C(X).
For the if-part of (2), assume that XB + v is dependent. Since |XB | = r(XB) = rank(X) and |XB | =
r(XB) = r(XB + v), it follows that r(X + v) = |XB |. Hence, the maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths
from S to X + v in G′ is |XB |, which implies by Menger’s Theorem that there is an (S,X + v)-cut Z in G′
of size |XB |. Clearly, the set Z is also an (S,X + v)-cut in G (and also an (S,X)-cut). Now, C(X) is either
equal to Z or it is an (S,Z)-cut; either way, it separates S from v.
The third part follows as a special case of the second.
A further simplified version of the above is often useful: Let G = (V,E) be a mixed graph and let S ⊆ V
be a set of source vertices. Let X ⊆ V be closest to S in G. Then for every x ∈ V , the set {x} extends X
in the gammoid (G,S) if and only if x is reachable from S in G−X.
Also note that if an (S, T )-cut X is not a closest set, i.e., if X + x′ is dependent in the gammoid (G′, S)
for some x ∈ X \ S, then X can be replaced by a different (S, T )-cut Z of at most the same size which does
not contain x, namely by Z = C(X,S): Indeed, any path P from S to T must pass through X but then the
part P ′ from S to X also contains a vertex of Z. Thus, Z is indeed an (S, T )-cut.
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4 Kernelization usage of representative sets
In this section, we show different ways of using the representative sets lemma for kernelization purposes. We
divide the usage into three types – direct usage, indirect usage, and irrelevant vertex applications – and give
a brief explanation and example for each part. Along the way, we illustrate using polynomial kernels for the
d-hitting set and multiway cut with deletable terminals problems (defined below). More involved
applications of the framework will then follow in subsequent sections. See also the corresponding chapter of
Cygan et al. [14] for a gentle presentation.
4.1 Direct usage
The most immediate kernelization application of the representative sets lemma that we will use in this paper
is to reduce constraint systems. We illustrate this with an application to the d-hitting set problem. In
d-hitting set, the input is a d-uniform hypergraph H with vertex set V (i.e., a collection of d-ary subsets
of V ) and an integer k, and the task is to find a set X ⊆ V with |X| ≤ k such that E ∩ X 6= ∅ for every
E ∈ H (a hitting set of H). This is a classical problem in parameterized complexity, and is known to have
a polynomial kernel of O(kd) edges and O(kd−1) vertices [27, 1], and no kernel with O(kd−ε) edges for any
ε > 0 unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses [19].
The most classical polynomial kernel for d-hitting set uses the Erdo˝s-Rado sunflower lemma [23, 27].
Using this lemma, one can in polynomial time reduce a given d-uniform hypergraph H with vertex set V to
a d-uniform hypergraph H′ ⊆ H with |H′| ≤ (k + 1)d · d!, such that for every X ⊆ V with |X| ≤ k, X is
a hitting set of H if and only if it is a hitting set of H′. (This variant was stated in [30]; the variant given
in [27] produces an output hypergraph of slightly smaller size, containing sets of size at most d rather than
exactly d.) We show how to use representative sets for the same conclusion, with improved size bound. The
fact that this kernel gives an improved constant factor over [27] was first observed in the textbook of Cygan
et al. [14, Section 12.3.2].
Theorem 8. Let H be a d-uniform hypergraph with vertex set V , where d is a constant. In polynomial time,
we can compute a hypergraph H′ ⊆ H such that for any X ⊆ V with |X| ≤ k, X is a hitting set of H if and
only if X is a hitting set of H′, and such that |H′| ≤ (k+dd ) = (k + d) . . . (k + 1)/d! = kd/d! + O(kd−1). In





= kd/d! +O(kd−1) edges.
Proof. Let (H, k) be the input to d-hitting set, and let V be the vertex set of H. Let M = (V, ( Vk+d)) be
the uniform matroid over V with rank k + d; a representation by a (k + d)× |V | Vandermonde matrix can
be constructed in polynomial time (cf. [53]). We claim that for any set X ⊆ V with |X| ≤ k, X is a hitting
set of H if and only if there is no set E ∈ H such that E extends X. Indeed, on the one hand, if E ∈ H and
E extends X, then (by definition) E ∩X = ∅, hence X is not a hitting set. On the other hand, if X is not
a hitting set, then by definition there is some set E ∈ H such that E ∩X = ∅, in which case E extends X
in M (in particular, E ∪X is independent in M since |E ∪X| ≤ d+ k). Thus X is a hitting set of H if and
only if it cannot be extended by any set E ∈ H in the matroid M .
Hence we do as follows. Let A represent M over some field F. Apply the representative sets lemma to
M and H, and let H′ ⊆ H be the representative set. Then for any X as above, X can be extended by some
E ∈ H if and only if it can be extended by some E′ ∈ H′, i.e., H′ has the properties we need, and the bound
on |H′| follows from the representative sets lemma. All operations can be performed in polynomial time.
To further restrict the kernel toO(kd−1) vertices, we may simply apply the kernelization of Abu-Khzam [1]
to the output. However, this does not maintain the guarantee of preserving all solutions X ∈ (Vk).
The intended interpretation of the above (in particular the term constraint system) is that the hypergraph
H over V represents a system of constraints, where every set E ∈ H represents the constraint “the solution
X must intersect E,” and a solution (a hitting set) is exactly a set X which satisfies all constraints. The
set H′ ⊆ H then represents a constraint system equivalent to H for solutions up to cardinality k, as every
constraint E ∈ H \ H′ is a consequence of constraints in H′ together with the cardinality bound |X| ≤ k.
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A further application along these lines will be given in Section 6.1 for a problem we refer to as digraph
pair cut, occurring as a part of the kernelization of almost 2-sat. In this problem, the “constraints”
are given in terms of reachability conditions in a directed graph, and the constraints reduction is achieved
using representative sets over gammoids. In this case, some further complications arise due to the need to
phrase the conditions in terms of closest sets (cf. Proposition 3); see Section 6.1 for more details. Unlike the
d-Hitting Set example, the constraints reduction for digraph pair cut is a result for which no purely
combinatorial proof is known.
4.2 Indirect usage
For more advanced applications, we can “force” the representative sets lemma to reveal some set Z of special
vertices in a graph G (e.g., a small superset of the set of vertices included in an optimal solution), by showing
the existence of “queries” X that only vertices in Z can “answer”. This can work as follows. Let M be
a linearly represented matroid, and let Y = {Y (v) | v ∈ V } be a collection of subsets of M of cardinality
s. Assume that we have shown that for every z ∈ Z there is a carefully chosen set X(z), such that Y (v)
extends X(z) if and only if v = z. Then, necessarily, any representative set Y∗ for Y must contain Y (z)
for every z ∈ Z, by letting X = X(z) in Definition 1 (thus, X(z) is the “query set” referred to above).
Furthermore, we do not need to provide the set X(z) ahead of time, since the (possibly non-constructive)
existence of a set X(z) that can only be extended by Y (z) is sufficient to force Y (z) ∈ Y∗. Hence the
set V ∗ = {v ∈ V | Y (v) ∈ Y∗} must contain all vertices Z, among a polynomially bounded number of other
vertices.
Note that the requirement here is twofold. We need to design a linear matroid M and collection of
sets Y (v), as well as a proof of existence for sets X(z), such that (i) Y (z) extends X(z), and (ii) Y (v) fails
to extend X(z) for every v 6= z. (Additionally, for a useful size bound we need that |X(z)| = kO(1) and
|Y (v)| = O(1).)
We illustrate the approach with a variant of multiway cut referred to as multiway cut with
deletable terminals (dt-mwc(k)), where the task is to pairwise separate a set T of terminals in an
undirected graph by deleting at most k vertices (including terminals). It can be easily seen to be equivalent
to multiway cut restricted to terminals of degree one. The problem is NP-hard by a simple reduction from
vertex cover: Given a graph G, create G′ by attaching a terminal v′ to each vertex v. Multiway cuts
in G′ correspond to vertex covers of G and vice versa.
Let (G,T, k) be an instance of dt-mwc(k). We kernelize the instance in two steps. First, we use known
results to reduce T so that |T | ≤ 2k; this step follows the LP-based approach of Guillemot [34] (also used
in [17]) for reducing the number of terminal neighbors in instances of mwc(k), using the equivalence of
dt-mwc(k) with mwc(k) restricted to terminals of degree one. Second, we use the above strategy to force
the identification of a set V ∗ of O(k3) vertices such that V ∗ ∪ T contains an optimal solution. We begin
with the first step, showing how to adapt the result of Guillemot [34] to dt-mwc(k).
Lemma 5. Let (G,T, k) be an instance of dt-mwc(k). An equivalent instance (G′, T ′, k′) with k′ ≤ k
and |T ′| ≤ 2k′ can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. Create an instance (G′, T ′, k) of multiway cut (mwc(k), with undeletable terminals) by adding a
pendant vertex t′ for every t ∈ T , and let T ′ be the set of all pendants added this way. Note that a set
X ⊆ V (G′) is a valid multiway cut in G′ if and only if X ⊆ V (G) and X is a multiway cut in G; i.e., the
two problems have identical solution sets.
Guillemot [34, Section 2.2] showed a procedure that computes a half-integral optimal solution to an LP-
relaxation for mwc(k) that additionally has certain persistence properties. Let φ : V (G) → {0, 1/2, 1} be
the half-integral LP-optimum computed this way, and let X1 = φ
−1(1) and X1/2 = φ−1(1/2). Then every
path between distinct terminals ti, tj ∈ T ′ intersects X with weight at least 1, i.e., either at least one vertex
of X1 or at least two vertices of X1/2. Furthermore, let U ⊆ V (G) be the set of vertices reachable from T ′
in G′ −X. Then Guillemot shows that there exists an optimal multiway cut X ′ of G′ such that U ∩X ′ = ∅
and X1 ⊆ X ′.
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Our reduction rule for dt-mwc(k) is now as follows. Compute the approximate solution X = X1 ∪X1/2
and the set U as above. If |X1|+ 12 |X1/2| > k, reject the instance, since the LP-relaxation costs more than
k. Otherwise, for every vertex x ∈ X1, delete x from G and decrease k by 1, and for every vertex u ∈ U \ T ,
bypass u in G. Finally, discard any resulting connected components containing at most one terminal. Let
(G′′, T ′′, k′) be the resulting instance. We claim that |T ′′| ≤ |X1/2| ≤ 2k′. Indeed, note first that after the
bypassing step, for every terminal t ∈ T ′′ \X1/2 we have NG′′(t) ⊆ X1/2. Now consider a vertex x ∈ X1/2.
If x neighbours two distinct vertices of T ′′ \X1/2, or if x ∈ T ′′ and neighbours at least one such vertex, then
G contains a terminal-terminal-path of weight 1/2, which contradicts φ being a solution. It follows that
|T ′′| ≤ |X1/2|, and since |X1/2| ≤ 2(k − |X1|) = 2k′ we are done.
Towards identifying (a superset of) an optimal solution we use a well-known fact about multiway cuts:
For every terminal t ∈ T there is an optimal multiway cut X that is closest to the set T − t (respectively,
closest to N(T − t) when terminals are not deletable); e.g., this was used by Marx in an FPT algorithm
for the problem [52]. Via Proposition 3, this entails a high reachability of X from T − t. In the case of
dt-mwc(k) we are fortunate in that a simple criterion forces solutions to be closest to T − t for all t ∈ T \X,
as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let (G,T, k) be an instance of dt-mwc(k) and let X be a minimum size multiway cut which
as a secondary criterion has a maximum size intersection with T . Then, for every t ∈ T \X, the set X is
closest to T − t.
Proof. Assume that X is not closest to T − t for some t ∈ T \ X and, thus, let C be a minimum cut
separating X from T − t with C 6= X and |C| ≤ |X|. Clearly, C is also a multiway cut for T in G;
thus, |C| = |X| as X is of minimum size. It follows that C contains at least one vertex v /∈ X. By
minimality of C there must be a path P from some t1 ∈ T − t to X that intersects C only in v. We can
clearly assume that P intersects X only in its final vertex. Since v /∈ X, we conclude that v is reachable
from t1 in G−X. Then in particular, since X is a multiway cut, no other terminal t2 ∈ T − t can reach v
in G−X. It follows that C ′ := (C \ {v}) ∪ {t1} also separates T − t from X, i.e., C ′ is a multiway cut. We
claim that |C ′ ∩ T | > |X ∩ T |, contradicting our choice of X. Indeed, since C ′ is an (X,T − t)-cut we have
X ∩ (T − t) = X ∩ T ⊂ C ′, while additionally t1 ∈ C ′ \ X. Thus the cut C cannot exist, and X must be
closest to T − t.
Recall that we wish to identify (a polynomial-sized superset of) an optimal solution X. Since |T | ≤ 2k
it suffices to identify the set Z = X \ T . To this end, the following lemma proves that all vertices in Z are
highly reachable from T . This is expressed via path packings in the graph augmented with two sink-only
copies v′, v′′ for each non-terminal vertex v.
Lemma 7. Let (G,T, k) be an instance of dt-mwc(k) and let X be a minimum size multiway cut which as
a secondary criterion has a maximum size intersection with T . Let G′ be the result of adding two sink-only
copies v′, v′′ for each non-terminal vertex v of G. Then, for every x ∈ X \ T , the set X ∪ {x′, x′′} is linked
to T in G′.
Proof. Fix any x ∈ X \ T . Since X is minimal there must be two terminals t1, t2 ∈ T that have a t1, t2-path
in G−(X−x). It follows that there is a t1, x-path whose vertices other than x are contained in the component
of t1 in G −X. By replacing the endpoint x with the sink-only copy x′′ we get a t1, x′′-path P . Note that
P is contained in G except for its endpoint.
Now, we use that X is closest to T − t1 (by Lemma 6) which, by Proposition 3, implies that for every x ∈
X \ T the set X ∪ {x′} is linked to T − t1. Fix an appropriate path packing P of |X|+ 1 paths from T − t1
to X ∪ {x′} for analysis. Observe that every vertex of X is an endpoint of a path in P. Thus, no path in P
can have vertices of the component of t1 in G−X as internal vertices since that would require entering the
component through X (and sink-only copies of vertices can obviously not be used for this). Hence, the t1, x
′′-
path P and the path packing P from T − t1 to X ∪ {x′} are vertex-disjoint. It follows that X ∪ {x′, x′′} is
linked to T , as claimed.
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Now we are set to apply the representative sets lemma. Let M be the gammoid defined by the graph G′
as in the lemma and with source set T , and form the set Y of triples Y (v) := {v, v′, v′′} for v ∈ V \ T . We
will show that for a solution X as above, for every x ∈ X \ T , a triple Y (v) extends X − x in M if and only
if v = x. We can then complete the kernel by computing a representative set for Y in M .
Let us fill in the details. Recall that the representative sets lemma takes a collection of s-tuples and a





. By the above outline, we will need
a (k − 1)-representative set of Y, i.e., we aim for an application with r = k − 1 and s = 3. Consider first
that r(M) < r + s = k + 2. Then |T | ≤ k + 1, and we can construct a solution T − t of size k to solve the
input in polynomial time. Otherwise, |T | ≥ k + 2 and we have two options. We can either compute the
truncation M ′ of M to rank k + 2 (see, e.g., Marx [52]), and apply the representative sets lemma to Y in
M ′; or we can observe that a representative set for Y in M will contain a (k − 1)-representative set, and
have size O(|T |3) = O(k3) just like the intended one would.
In either case, let Y∗ ⊆ Y be the computed representative set, and let V ∗ ⊆ V be the set of vertices v
with Y (v) ∈ Y∗. We know that |V ∗| = O(k3); we argue (again) that there is an optimal solution X such
that (X \ T ) ⊆ V ∗.
Lemma 8. Let (G,T, k) be an instance of dt-mwc(k) and let X be a minimum size multiway cut which
as a secondary criterion has a maximum size intersection with T . Then X ⊆ T ∪ V ∗.
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to prove that x ∈ V ∗ for all x ∈ X \ T . Fix such a vertex x and recall, from
Lemma 7, that X ∪ {x′, x′′} is linked to T . Thus, Y (x) = {x, x′, x′′} extends X − x (to an independent set
in the constructed gammoid). We show that Y (x) ∈ Y∗ by proving that among sets in Y it uniquely extends
the set X − x.
Consider any vertex v 6= x and assume that {v, v′, v′′} extends X − x; this entails that v /∈ X. A direct
(but weaker) conclusion is that there must be three vertex-disjoint paths from T to {v, v′, v′′} in G− (X−x)
since clearly any path packing from T to (X − x) ∪ {v, v′, v′′} has X − x as endpoints of paths and cannot
reuse them as internal vertices of paths to {v, v′, v′′}. But in G − X, v must be part of some connected
component containing at most one terminal, say t. It follows that deletion of x and t in G− (X − x) would
separate v from all terminals (or possibly delete v itself if v = t). This is a contradiction to {v, v′, v′′} being
linked to T in G− (X − x).
We conclude that Y (x) uniquely extends X − x among triples in Y, implying that {x, x′, x′′} ∈ Y∗
and x ∈ V ∗. Thus, X \ T ⊆ V ∗ and X ⊆ T ∪ V ∗, as claimed.
By this lemma, we may set all vertices of V ′ := V \ (V ∗ ∪ T ) as undeletable, without changing the
existence of a solution of size at most k. These vertices can then be removed from the graph, using the
bypassing (or torso) operation described in Section 2.
Theorem 9. dt-mwc(k) has a randomized kernel of O(k3) vertices. The error probability can be made
exponentially small in n; all errors are false negatives.
4.3 Irrelevant vertex strategies
For more involved applications of the vertex identification form of the representative sets lemma, we turn
to irrelevant vertex strategies. The idea is as follows. Let I be an instance of a cut problem on a graph
G, e.g., an instance of s-multiway cut. Following the strategy of the previous subsection, we would seek
to define query sets X(z) and tuples Y (v) in some linear matroid M , such that for every vertex z in an
optimal solution, Y (v) extends X(z) if and only if v = z. However, there may be several incomparable
optimal solutions, and it may not be feasible to pin down a list of criteria that perfectly captures any one
solution. Instead, the goal is to identify the set of vertices contained in every optimal solution (referred to
as essential vertices), and then select a single vertex v that is non-essential (i.e., irrelevant) and remove it
from the graph. This is the basis of our kernel for s-multiway cut; see Sections 5.2 and 7.
Here, we will illustrate using a simpler application of the process. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph,
and let S, T ⊆ V be two disjoint sets of vertices. Assume |S| = |T | = k. We will seek to produce a specific
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kind of mimicking network for G, namely a graph G′ = (V ′, E′) on O(k3) vertices, where S, T ⊆ V ′, such
that for every pair of sets (A ⊆ S,B ⊆ T ), the size of a minimum (A,B)-vertex cut is identical in G and in
G′. (This particular notion of mimicking network has been chosen in order to make the proof illustration as
streamlined as possible. In Section 5 we use similar arguments in a more flexible manner to produce more
standard mimicking networks, as well as the seemingly more powerful conclusion of cut-covering sets.)
We use the irrelevant vertex strategy outlined above, i.e., we repeatedly find a single vertex v that we can
bypass without changing the minimum size of an (A,B)-cut for any (A,B). This is done by identifying a set
Z of O(k3) vertices that is guaranteed to contain every essential vertex, then picking some v ∈ V \(S∪T ∪Z)
as irrelevant. Once we cannot find such a vertex v, we thus have |V ′| = O(k3). The set Z, in turn, is identified
using the indirect approach illustrated in Section 4.2.
Let us consider the notions of essential and irrelevant vertices a bit closer in this setting. Recall that
λG(A,B) for A,B ⊆ V denotes the cardinality of a minimum (A,B)-vertex cut in G. Let v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T ),
and let G′ be the result of bypassing v in G. By definition, we will consider v essential if there is some A ⊆ S
and B ⊆ T such that λG(A,B) 6= λG′(A,B). In this case, we say that v is essential for (A,B)-cuts in G.
Now note the following. By Proposition 2, for every (A,B)-vertex cut X in G′, X is an (A,B)-vertex
cut in G; conversely, if X is a minimal (A,B)-vertex cut in G, then X is an (A,B)-vertex cut in G′ if
and only if v /∈ X. Hence, for every A and B we have λG(A,B) ≤ λG′(A,B), and the inequality is strict
if and only if v is contained in every minimum (A,B)-vertex cut. We find that v is essential in G if and
only if there are some sets A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T such that every minimum (A,B)-vertex cut in G contains
v. Hence, following the strategy of Section 4.2, we wish to define a linear matroid M and collection of
s-tuples Y = {Y (v) : v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T )} such that for every pair of sets (A ⊆ S,B ⊆ T ) and every v ∈ V
contained in all minimum (A,B)-vertex cuts there exists an independent set X(A,B, v) in M such that Y (u)
extends X(A,B, v) if and only if u = v. We will gradually work our way towards such a result. We will omit
some simple proofs; see Section 5 for a more formal presentation (of a stronger result). In particular, the
general result applies to directed graphs. The restriction here to undirected graphs is merely for simplicity.
We begin with the following proposition. Recall from Section 2 that C(X,S) denotes the induced closest
set of X.
Proposition 4. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, with vertex sets A,B ⊆ V . Let X be an (A,B)-vertex
cut in G of minimum cardinality. Then for any vertex v ∈ V \ (A ∪B), the following are equivalent.
1. v is essential for (A,B)-cuts in G;
2. v occurs in every minimum (A,B)-vertex cut in G;
3. v ∈ C(X,A) ∩ C(X,B).
This can be translated into language suitable for the representative sets lemma as follows. Let v ∈
C(X,A)∩C(X,B) with v /∈ A∪B, and let v′ be a sink-only copy of v. By Proposition 3(1), C(X,A) + v′ is
linked to A, and C(X,B) + v′ is linked to B. On the other hand, it is not hard to see that vertices u′ such
that u ∈ C(X,A) ∩ C(X,B) are the only vertices with this property, as these are the only vertices that are
reachable from both A and B avoiding C(X,A) resp. C(X,B). Hence u ∈ C(X,A) ∩C(X,B) if and only if
{u′} extends both C(X,A) in the gammoid (G,A) and C(X,B) in the gammoid (G,B). Furthermore, there
are at most k such vertices. Using Lemma 3, we can easily define an application of the representative sets
lemma that will capture all such vertices u in a set Z (see below).
It remains to adapt the result to allow the free choice of sets A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T . For this, create for
every vertex v ∈ S ∪ T a pendant vertex v′, i.e., a new vertex v′ such that N(v′) = {v}, where {v, v′} is
an undirected edge. Then for any X ⊆ V and A ⊆ S, it holds that X is linked to A in G if and only if
X ∪ {v′ : v ∈ (S \ A)} is linked to S′ = {v′ : v ∈ S} in the resulting graph (see Figure 2). Putting it all
together we get the following result.
Proposition 5. Let G = (V,E) and S, T ⊆ V be as above. Let G′ = (V ′, E′) be the result of adding a
sink-only copy v′ for every v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T ), and adding a pendant vertex v′ for every v ∈ S ∪ T . For a set
U ⊆ V , let U ′ = {u′ : u ∈ U}. For any pair (A ⊆ S,B ⊆ T ), any minimum (A,B)-vertex cut X, and any






Figure 2: Illustration of Proposition 5. Paths linking X to A ⊆ S (zig-zag lines) extended to paths linking
(S′ \A′) ∪X to S′ (by adding the dashed lines). Note that the latter contains paths of length 0 on S′ \A′.
1. v ∈ CG(X,A) ∩ CG(X,B);
2. CG′(X,A) ∪ {v′} is linked to A and CG′(X,B) ∪ {v′} is linked to B in G′;
3. CG′(X,A) ∪ (S \A)′ ∪ {v′} is independent in the gammoid (G′, S′) and CG′(X,B) ∪ (T \B)′ ∪ {v′} is
independent in the gammoid (G′, T ′).
Note in particular that our final condition here has no dependence on A or B in the gammoid definitions,
only in the choice of “query set”. Let MS (resp. MT ) be the gammoid (G
′, S′) (resp. (G′, T ′)). Now for any
vertex v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T ) and any pair (A ⊆ S,B ⊆ T ) with minimum (A,B)-vertex cut X, we find that v is
(A,B)-essential in G if and only if {v′} extends both X ∪ (S \ A)′ in MS and X ∪ (T \ B)′ in MT . This,
finally, allows us to identify the set Z we seek, containing all essential vertices.
Theorem 10. Let a graph G = (V,E) and disjoint sets S, T ⊆ V be given, |S| = |T | = k. In randomized
polynomial time, with failure probability exponentially small in the input size, we can construct a graph
G′ = (V ′, E′), where S, T ⊆ V ′ and |V ′| = O(k3), such that for every pair of sets (A ⊆ S,B ⊆ T ) we have
λG(A,B) = λG′(A,B).
Proof. We begin with the precise construction, then we argue correctness. Let M = MS ⊕MT ⊕Mk, where





) is a k-uniform matroid over V . Note that we can easily produce
a linear representation of M in randomized polynomial time. Furthermore, for every v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T ), let
Y (v) consist of the copy of v′ in MS , the copy of v′ in MT , and the copy of v in Mk, and define Y = {Y (v) :
v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T )}. Compute a representative set Y∗ ⊆ Y of Y in M using the representative sets lemma,
and define Z = {v ∈ V : Y (v) ∈ Y∗}. Now if possible select a single arbitrary vertex v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T ∪ Z),
bypass v in G, and repeat the procedure, re-computing the matroid M from scratch. When this is no longer
possible, let G′ = (V ′, E′) be the remaining graph; output this graph and stop. We claim that G′ meets all
the conditions of the theorem and that the process runs in randomized polynomial time.
For this, we first note that when the procedure halts we have |V ′| = |S|+|T |+|Z|. Since M has rank O(k)
and |Y (v)| = 3 for every Y (v) ∈ Y, we have |Z| = O(k3). Hence |V ′| = O(k3) and S, T ⊆ V ′. Furthermore,
in each iteration Z can be computed in randomized polynomial time, and there are at most |V | iterations.
In particular, since there is only a polynomial number of iterations, the total failure probability remains
exponentially small by the union bound. It remains to show that G′ has the “cut-mimicking” property that
λG(A,B) = λG′(A,B) for every pair (A ⊆ S,B ⊆ T ).
This claim is exactly what is argued in the discussion above. By definition, the result holds if at every
step the vertex v that we choose is non-essential (i.e., irrelevant); equivalently, if at every step, the set Z
contains all essential vertices. As argued, a vertex v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T ) is essential if and only if it is (A,B)-
essential for some A ⊆ S, B ⊆ T ; by Proposition 4 this is equivalent to v ∈ C(X,A) ∩ C(X,B) for an
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arbitrary minimum (A,B)-cut X; and by Proposition 5 this is in turn equivalent to {v′} extending both
CG′(X,A) ∪ (S \A)′ ∪ {v′} in MS and CG′(X,B) ∪ (T \B)′ ∪ {v′} in MT .
If v is (A,B)-essential, we define a set X(A,B, v) consisting of the copy of C(X,A)∪ (S \A)′ in MS , the
copy of C(X,B)∪ (T \B)′ in MT , and the copy of X − v in Mk. Then Y (u) extends X(A,B, v) in M if and
only if u is (A,B)-essential and u /∈ (X − v); clearly, this holds if and only if u = v. Hence (in the language
of Section 4.2) X(A,B, v) represents a query set in M for which Y (v) is the unique extending tuple in Y;
hence v ∈ Z and we are done.
Again, it is essential to observe about this proof that the sets X(A,B, v) are never constructed in the
algorithm, but are only defined in the analysis phase to prove that the procedure gives the desired result.
Indeed, the power of this framework arguably lies exactly in the ability to check 2k·2k different “cut questions”
(A,B) in time polynomial in both n and k, which would clearly be impossible if the sets X(A,B, v) had to
be provided.
We expand on this proof strategy in the next section, where we show a more flexible result for graph
cuts, as well as related results for multiway cuts.
5 Cut-covering sets
In this section, we give some of the most central results of the paper, namely the various variants of cut-
covering set results. In addition to being important in their own right, these results are also heavily used in
the kernels in the rest of the paper.
The results are divided into ordinary two-way cuts (i.e., standard graph cuts), which also support directed
graphs, and results on multiway cuts, which only work in the undirected case. All results are phrased for
vertex cuts, but the same results naturally apply to edge cuts as well, by standard transformations.
5.1 Covering two-way cuts
We will now prove Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, following the strategy illustrated in Section 4.3. We begin
with the basic setup. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, and S, T ⊆ V vertex sets, which may overlap,
referred to as the source set and sink set, respectively. For sets A ⊆ S, B ⊆ T , an (A,B)-min cut is an
(A,B)-vertex cut X of minimum cardinality, which may overlap A and B. Further, let r be the size of an
(S, T )-min cut. We will compute a set Z ⊆ V with |Z| = O(|S| · |T | · r) such that for any sets A,B as above,
Z contains an (A,B)-min cut, in the sense that there is an (A,B)-min cut X with X ⊆ Z. In particular,
this allows us to compute a set Z ⊆ V with |Z| = O((|S| + |T |)3), such that Z contains an (A,B)-min cut
for every choice A ⊆ S, B ⊆ T , although in some applications, the explicit dependency on |S|, |T |, and r
gives a better bound. As announced, we will achieve this via an irrelevant vertex strategy; let us provide the
corresponding definitions.
Definition 2. Let G, S, and T be as above. A vertex v ∈ V is essential for (A,B)-cuts for A ⊆ S and
B ⊆ T if every (A,B)-min cut X has v ∈ X. Further, for the extent of this subsection and when S and T are
understood, we say for short that v is essential to mean that v is essential for (A,B)-cuts for some A ⊆ S
and B ⊆ T , and that v is irrelevant if there is no A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T such that v is essential for (A,B)-cuts.
We will compute a set Z ⊇ S ∪ T that contains every essential vertex in G, then use this set to identify
a single vertex v ∈ V \ Z as irrelevant and bypass it. Finally, we will show that repeating this process to
exhaustion results in a set Z of vertices that serves as a cut-covering set in the original graph G.
As a first transformation, we ensure that the sets S and T are disjoint, and that S are sources and T
sinks in G (i.e., they have in-degree respectively out-degree zero). This can be done without affecting the
cut system.
Lemma 9. Let G, S, and T be as above, and define a graph G± from G by adding for every v ∈ S a new
vertex v− with sole attached arc v−v, and for every v ∈ T a new vertex v+ with sole attached arc vv+. For
A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T , let A′ = {v− : v ∈ A} and B′ = {v+ : v ∈ B}. Then for every X ⊆ V , X is an
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(A,B)-cut in G if and only if it is an (A′, B′)-cut in G±. Furthermore, for every minimal (A′, B′)-cut X ′
in G±, we have (X ′ \A′ ∪B′) ⊆ V .
Proof. Let u− ∈ A′ and v+ ∈ B′. Then the set of u−, v+-paths in G± are exactly the paths P ′ = u−u . . . vv+
such that removing the endpoints of P ′ yields a u, v-path P in G. Hence if X ⊆ V cuts the latter it also cuts
the former, and any X which cuts P ′ while X ⊆ V also cuts the latter. Finally, if w′ ∈ V (G±)\(V ∪A′∪B′),
then no u−, v+-path P ′ passes through w′, hence w′ is not used in any minimal vertex cut.
Henceforth, we simply let G±, with source set S− = {v− : v ∈ S} and sink set T+ = {v+ : v ∈ T},
replace G, S, and T , that is, we assume that the above properties hold for S and T . It follows from the
lemma that once we have a cut-covering set Z for G±, we may simply use (Z ∩V (G))∪S∪T as cut-covering
set for G.
We also define two further graphs G′ and G′′ where G′ is a copy of G with a sink-only copy v′ added for
every v ∈ V , and G′′ is a copy of G which first has all its arcs reversed (replacing every arc uv ∈ E by an
arc vu), then a sink-only copy v′ added for every v ∈ V . We can now state our characterization of essential
vertices. We begin with a purely graph-theoretical statement.
Lemma 10. For A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T , let CA be the unique (A,B)-min cut closest to A, and let CB be the
unique (A,B)-min cut in G such that CB is closest to B in G
′′; in other words, CB is also the (B,A)-min
cut in G′′ that is closest to B. Then a vertex v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T ) is essential for (A,B)-cuts if and only if
v ∈ CA ∩ CB.
Proof. Certainly the condition is necessary, as otherwise either CA or CB is a witness that v is not essential.
On the other hand, assume that v ∈ CA ∩CB , and that X ⊆ V is an (A,B)-min cut with v /∈ X. Clearly, v
is not reachable from A in G−X or v cannot reach B in G−X (or both). Assume first the former, i.e., that
v is not reachable from A in G−X. Let RX and RC be the sets of vertices reachable from A in G−X and
G − CA respectively. By minimality of CA and v /∈ A ⊆ S there is an in-neighbor u of v that is reachable
from A in G − CA. We must have u /∈ RX or else v would be reachable from A in G − X, contradicting
our assumption; thus RX ∩RC ( RC . Let f : X 7→ |N+(X)| be the vertex cut function for directed graphs,
where N+(X) denotes the set of out-neighbors of X and N+(X) ∩X = ∅. Then f is submodular3 and we
get f(RX ∩ RC) ≤ f(RC) = |CA|, contradicting the choice of CA. By symmetric arguments in G′′ the case
that v cannot reach B in G−X contradicts the choice of CB .
Via Proposition 3, we can translate this into a condition in terms of the gammoids (G′, S) and (G′′, T ).
Lemma 11. Let A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T , and let CA and CB be defined as before. Then a vertex v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T )
is essential for (A,B)-cuts if and only if {v′} extends CA ∪ (S \A) in (G′, S) and CB ∪ (T \B) in (G′′, T ).
Proof. If v is essential then by Lemma 10 we have v ∈ CA ∩ CB . Since CA is closest to A and v /∈ A, by
Proposition 3, the set CA + v
′ is linked to A in G′. Since S ⊇ A is a set of sources, no vertex of S \ A is
used for such a linkage. Thus, CA ∪ (S \A) + v′ is linked to S in G′ and, hence, v′ extends CA ∪ (S \A) in
(G′, S). The same holds for extending CB ∪ (T \B) in (G′′, T ) (recall that G′′ represents the reverse graph
of G, so that the roles of sources and sinks are swapped, and CB is indeed closest to B in G
′′).
Conversely, assume that CA ∪ (S \ A) + v′ is linked to S in G′ and CB ∪ (T \ B) + v′ is linked to T in
G′′. It follows that v′ is reachable from S in G′ −CA ∪ (S \A) and hence from A in G′ −CA; similarly v′ is
reachable from B in G′′ − CB . Since CA and CB are cuts, this is only possible if v ∈ CA ∩ CB . Hence the
lemma holds.
It is not difficult to turn this into a representative sets construction, in line with Section 4.2.
Lemma 12. Let r denote the size of an (S, T )-min cut in G. Given representations of the gammoids (G′, S)
and (G′′, T ) over a common field F with more than |V | elements, we can in polynomial time compute a
set Z ⊆ V of O(|S| · |T | · r) vertices which includes all essential vertices.
3This is well known, e.g., we can write f(X) = g(X) − |X| where g(X) = |N+[X]| is the cardinality of the closed out-
neighborhood of X. Then g be implemented as a set union cardinality function, cf. Schrijver [70, Chapter 44].
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Proof. Create a matroid M = M0 ⊕M1 ⊕M2, where M0 is the uniform matroid of rank r on V , M1 is the
gammoid (G′, S), and M2 is the gammoid (G′′, T ). Compute a representation of M0 over F using an r× |V |
Vandermonde matrix; the size of F ensures that such a construction exists. Hence we have representations
for all three matroids M0, M1, M2, and can compute a representation A of M over the same field F. For a
vertex v ∈ V , denote its copy in M0 by v(0), its two copies in M1 by v(1) and v′(1), and its two copies in M2
by v(2) and v′(2). For each v ∈ V define Y (v) = {v(0), v′(1), v′(2)}, and let Y = {Y (v) : v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T )}.
Finally, compute a representative set Y∗ for Y in M , and let Z = {v ∈ V : Y (v) ∈ Y∗} ∪ S ∪ T ; we claim
that Z contains every essential vertex.
For this, let v ∈ V \ (S ∪ T ) be essential for (A,B)-cuts, for some A ⊆ S, B ⊆ T , and let CA (resp. CB)
be the (A,B)-min cut in G that is closest to A in G′ (resp. to B in G′′). Define a set X in M to contain
CA − v in layer M0, CA ∪ (S \ A) in layer M1, and CB ∪ (T \ B) in layer M2. By Lemma 11, a vertex u
such that Y (u) extends X in layers M1 and M2 must be essential for (A,B)-cuts, hence u ∈ CA ∩ CB ; by
the layer M0, the only choice is u = v. Hence Y (u) extends X in M if and only if u = v, and we conclude
v ∈ Z. Since v was arbitrarily chosen, Z must contain all essential vertices.
Finally, the computations can be done in polynomial time according to the representative sets lemma,
and the size bound follows by Lemma 4.
We can now complete the proof. We recall the theorem that we are proving.
Theorem 11 (Theorem 1). Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let S, T ⊆ V . Let r denote the size of a
minimum (S, T )-vertex cut (which may intersect S and T ). There exists a set Z ⊆ V , |Z| = O(|S| · |T | · r),
such that for any A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T , it holds that Z contains a minimum (A,B)-vertex cut. We can find
such a set in randomized polynomial time with failure probability O(2−n).
Proof. The result is obtained via the irrelevant vertex approach outlined in Section 4.3. In each iteration, a
single vertex will be bypassed until a graph with O(|S| · |T | · r) vertices remains; we return the vertex set of
that graph as the set Z. We begin with the input graph G = (V,E).
Using Theorem 7 we compute representations of the gammoids M1 = (G
′, S) and M2 = (G′′, T ). The
error chance can be made exponentially small in n = |V | at the cost of a polynomial increase in the used
field size. This increases the running time but does not affect the size guarantee for the final set Z. We will
need this step less than n times, so by the union bound a failure probability of O(n−12−n) suffices for an
error chance of O(2−n), and we can afford the running time cost for such an error bound. We discuss only
the case that all representations are correct.
We use Lemma 12 to compute a set Z ⊇ S ∪ T containing all vertices that are essential for (A,B)-min
cuts for some A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T . If Z = V then we return the set Z. Otherwise, let v ∈ V \Z and generate
the graph Gˆ by bypassing vertex v: For all u ∈ N−(v) and w ∈ N+(v) add the arc uw, unless it is already
present; then delete vertex v. We prove that this has the desired effect.
Claim 1. For all A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T the size of (A,B)-min cuts in G and Gˆ is the same. Moreover, every
(A,B)-min cut in Gˆ is also an (A,B)-min cut in G.
Proof. Let A ⊆ S and B ⊆ T and let Xˆ an (A,B)-cut in Gˆ. If Gˆ was not an (A,B)-cut in G then, since Gˆ
is a supergraph of G − v, there must be an A,B-path in G − Xˆ using vertex v. By construction of Gˆ this
directly yields an A,B-path in Gˆ− Xˆ; a contradiction.
Let X an (A,B)-min cut in G; by Lemma 12 vertex v /∈ Z is not essential and we can choose X such that
it avoids v. If X was not an (A,B)-cut in Gˆ then there would have to be an A,B-path in Gˆ−X using one
of the newly introduced arcs uw for u ∈ N−(v) and w ∈ N+(v). This directly corresponds to an A,B-path
through in G−X that contains v, using v /∈ X; a contradiction.
Thus, (A,B)-min cut sizes in G and Gˆ must be the same. The moreover part now follows from the first
paragraph.
It follows that when the algorithm terminates the final graph Gˆ has the same (A,B)-min cut sizes as the
initial graph and that each (A,B)-min cut in Gˆ is also an (A,B)-min cut in the initial graph. Thus, the set
Z = V (Gˆ) fulfills the required properties. Note that the size bound follows directly from Lemma 12. Clearly,
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each iteration can be performed in polynomial time and there are at most n iterations. This completes the
proof.
The following was an explicit open question.4
Corollary 4. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, and let S, T ⊆ V . Let r ≤ min(|S|, |T |) denote the
cardinality of an (S, T )-min cut in G. In randomized polynomial time we can compute a graph G′ = (V ′, E′)
with S ∪ T ⊆ V ′ ⊆ V such that |V ′| = O(|S| · |T | · r) such that (G,S) and (G′, S) define the same gammoid
when restricted to T .
Proof. Compute the cut-covering set Z ⊇ S ∪ T as in Theorem 1, and let G′ be obtained by bypassing all
vertices in V \ Z (also known as taking the torso to Z). Then clearly, assuming the process succeeded, for
every set X ⊆ T the (S,X)-min cuts in G and in G′ are of the same cardinality.
It is straightforward to extend Theorem 1 to the following more versatile result.
Corollary 5 (Corollary 1). Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, and W ⊆ V a set of terminals. We
can identify, in randomized polynomial time, a set Z ⊇ W of O(|W |3) vertices such that for any partition
W = A ∪B ∪R ∪Q, a minimum (A,B)-vertex cut in G−R is contained in Z.
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to G and S = T = W . Let us check that the returned set Z ⊇ S ∪T = W contains
the required cuts. Fix any partition W = A ∪B ∪R ∪Q and define A′ = A ∪R ⊆ S and B′ = B ∪R ⊆ T .
By Theorem 1, there is an (A′, B′)-min cut X ⊆ Z. Clearly, R = A′∩B′ ⊆ X. Thus, X \R is an (A,B)-min
cut in G−R that is a subset of Z. Running time and error bound follow from Theorem 1.
5.2 Covering s-way cuts
We now derive similar consequences for cuts partitioning a set of terminals into at most s components.
This will be used for kernelization consequences in Section 7. Throughout this section, G = (V,E) is an
undirected graph, T ⊆ V a set of terminals, and s ∈ N a constant. We wish to preserve a minimum multiway
cut for every way to partition T into at most s parts, as defined below. We begin with a result where T is
partitioned fully, then extend to consider partitions with deletions as in Corollary 1.
Definition 3. Let T = (T1, . . . , Ts) be a partition of T . A multiway cut of T is a set of vertices X ⊆ V
such that for every pair ti, tj ∈ T belonging to different parts of T , G − X has no path from ti to tj ; a
minimum multiway cut of T is one which in addition has minimum cardinality. We say that a set Z ⊆ V
covers all s-way cuts of T (in G) if, for every such partition T , there is a minimum multiway cut X of T
with X ⊆ Z. Note that X may overlap T in all the above. Furthermore, for v ∈ V , we say that v is essential
for partition T if every minimum multiway cut X of T has v ∈ X, and irrelevant (for simple partitions) if
v is not essential for any partition T of T .
We will prove Theorem 2, showing that there is a set Z ⊆ V with |Z| = O(|T |s+1) which covers all s-way
cuts of T ; the process will follow the outline sketched in Section 4.3. Let us make this more formal. Let G′
be the directed graph obtained from G by adding a sink-only copy v′ for every v ∈ V \ T .
Definition 4. Let T = (T1, . . . , Ts) be a partition of T , and X ⊆ V a minimum multiway cut of T . We say
that v ∈ V \ T is central for X (w.r.t. T ) if for every i ∈ [s] we have v ∈ C(X,T \ Ti).5
See Figure 3 for an illustration of centrality. We begin by a few properties showing that central vertices
are a good proxy for essential vertices.
Lemma 13. Let T = (T1, . . . , Ts) be a partition of T and let X be a multiway cut of T . The following hold.
4See http://lemon.cs.elte.hu/egres/open/Small representations of gammoids.
5The notion central vertex corresponds roughly to the term highly reachable used in the previous version of this paper [47].














































(c) The set C(X,T − t2)
Figure 3: Illustration of centrality (see Definition 4). The set X = {p, q, r} is a solution to the multiway cut
instance with terminals T = {t1, t2, t3, t4}. The vertices q and r are central, but p is not.
1. For every i ∈ [s], the set Xi := C(X,T \ Ti) is a multiway cut of T , and |Xi| ≤ |X|.
2. For every v ∈ V \ T , if v is central for X then v ∈ X.
In particular, if v ∈ V \ T is essential for partition T , then for any minimum multiway cut X of T , v is
central for X.
Proof. For the first part, let P be a path in G from ta ∈ Ta to tb ∈ Tb, for some a 6= b, and assume w.l.o.g.
that a 6= i. Then P contains a path from ta ∈ (T \ Ti) to X, hence Xi intersects P . Thus Xi is a multiway
cut of T . For the second condition, we have |Xi| ≤ |X| since Xi is a (T \ Ti, X)-min cut.
For the second part, if v /∈ X, then v is reachable from at most one part Ti in G − X. Assume that
v is reachable from Ti in G − X. Then v /∈ Xi = C(X,T \ Ti): Otherwise, there would need to be an
X,T \ Ti-path P whose only intersection with Xi is the vertex v. Clearly, because v is reachable from Ti
and X is a multiway cut, between the last occurrence of v in P and a vertex of T \Ti there must lie a vertex
x of X; this yields a subpath from x to T \ Ti that does not intersect Xi; a contradiction. (If v is reachable
from no part Ti in G−X, we may apply the same argument to an arbitrary part Ti.)
Finally, if v ∈ V \T is essential, then every minimum multiway cut contains v, hence in particular v ∈ Xi
for every i ∈ [s] and every minimum multiway cut X of T because |Xi| ≤ |X| implies that each Xi is itself
a minimum multiway cut.
We now translate the notion of central vertices into a condition suitable for representative sets.
Lemma 14. Let T = (T1, . . . , Ts) be a partition of T and X a minimum multiway cut of T . A vertex
v ∈ V \ T is central for X if and only if {v′} extends X ∪ Ti in (G′, T ) for every i ∈ [s].
Proof. For i ∈ [s], let Xi = C(X,T \ Ti). On the one hand, if v ∈ Xi then (since Xi is a closest set) Xi + v′
is linked to T \ Ti by Proposition 3(1). By Lemma 13(1) Xi is a multiway cut with |Xi| ≤ |X|, and since X
is a minimum multiway cut we have |X| = |Xi|. Since Xi is a (T \ Ti, X)-cut it also follows that X is linked
to Xi. We can combine the two path systems to a set of paths witnessing that X + v
′ is linked to T \ Ti in
G′. Furthermore, since X is a multiway cut, none of these paths can intersect a vertex of Ti \X; hence we
may add length-zero paths from Ti \X to itself, showing that (X ∪ Ti) + v′ is linked to T in G′.
On the other hand, assume that (X∪Ti)+v′ is linked to T for each i ∈ [s]. Note that C(X∪Ti, T ) = Xi∪Ti
for each i ∈ [s]: Xi is closest to T \ Ti, and every (X ∪ Ti, T )-cut contains Ti. Hence by Proposition 3(2), v′
is reachable from T \ Ti in G−Xi for every i ∈ [s]. Assume for a contradiction that v /∈ Xi for some i ∈ [s].
Then v is reachable from T \ Ti in G−Xi, say from a terminal t ∈ Tj for some j 6= i. Since Xi separates X
from T \Ti, this path must be disjoint from X and v is connected to Tj in G−X. But then X ∪Tj separates
v from T in G since X is a multiway cut, contradicting that (X ∪ Tj) + v′ is linked to T .
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We can now complete the proof.
Theorem 12 (Theorem 2). Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph and T ⊆ V . For any s, there exists
a set Z ⊆ V , |Z| = O(|T |s+1), such that for any partition T = (T1, . . . , Ts) of T , there is a minimum
multiway cut X of T with X ⊆ Z. We can find such a set in randomized polynomial time with failure
probability O(2−n).
Proof. First we show how to compute a set Z which contains every vertex central for X, for every minimum
multiway cut X of every partition T , then we use this to compute a cut-covering set in the original graph
G.
For the first part, we proceed as in Lemma 12. Let M = M0⊕ . . .⊕Ms, where M0 is the uniform matroid
on V of rank |T | and each Mi, i ∈ [s], is the gammoid (G′, T ). For a vertex v ∈ V (G′), let v(i) denote its
copy in Mi. We define Y (v) = {v(0), v′(1), . . . , v′(s)} for each v ∈ V \ T , and let Y = {Y (v) : v ∈ V \ T}.
Compute a representation of M , and a representative set Y∗ of Y in M , and let Z = {v ∈ V : Y (v) ∈ Y∗}.
We claim that Z contains all vertices as claimed.
To show this, let T = (T1, . . . , Ts) be a partition of T , X a minimum multiway cut of T , and v a central
vertex for X. Define a set S in M consisting of X−v in M0 and X∪Ti in Mi for each i ∈ [s]. By Lemmas 14
and 13, Y (v) extends S, and for every u ∈ V such that Y (u) extends S we have u ∈ X. But then u = v by
the use of layer M0. We conclude that Y (u) extends S if and only if u = v, hence v ∈ Z. This finishes the
first part.
To complete the proof, we follow the same procedure as in Theorem 1. If Z ∪ T = V , then we are done.
Otherwise let v ∈ V \ (Z ∪ T ) be arbitrarily chosen, bypass v in G, and repeat the whole procedure until it
terminates. Let the final resulting graph be Gˆ = (Vˆ , Eˆ), and note that T ⊆ Vˆ ⊆ V , and that |Vˆ | = O(|T |s+1)
(since otherwise we could still find a vertex v to bypass). We claim that the set Vˆ is the cut-covering set we
seek.
To show this, let T = (T1, . . . , Ts) be an arbitrary partition of T , and let X be a minimum multiway
cut for T in Gˆ. By Proposition 2, X is also a multiway cut in G. We claim that X is also of minimum
cardinality: indeed, by design, the bypassed vertex v ∈ V is irrelevant in G. Therefore, there is a minimum
multiway cut X ′ for T in G with v /∈ X ′, which is preserved by the bypass step. By induction, the size of a
minimum multiway cut is preserved by the entire reduction process. Therefore X is a minimum multiway
cut of T in G. Since T was chosen arbitrarily, the result follows.
We now extend the results as promised, to cover subpartitions with optional vertex deletion. Let a
generalized s-partition T = (T0, T1, . . . , Ts, TX) of T be a partition of T into s + 2 parts (some possibly
empty), with two distinguished parts T0, TX , referred to as the free and the deleted part of T , respectively.
Let T ′ = T1∪ . . .∪Ts. A multiway cut of T is a multiway cut in G−TX of the partition T ′ = (T1, . . . , Ts) of
T ′, i.e., vertices in TX are deleted and vertices in T0 are unspecified. As before, a minimum multiway cut of
T is one of minimum cardinality. We show that with a slight variation of the tools, we can cover minimum
multiway cuts even in generalized partitions.
Theorem 13. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with a set T ⊆ V of terminal vertices, and let s ∈ N
be a constant. There is a set Z ⊆ V with |Z| = O(|T |s+1) such that Z contains a minimum multiway cut
of every generalized s-partition T of T , and we can compute such a set in randomized polynomial time with
failure probability O(2−n).
Proof. Assume s ≥ 3, as otherwise the result follows from Corollary 1. Construct a graph G′ by adding
three pendant vertices t′, t′′, t′′′ to every terminal t ∈ T (i.e., with edges {t′, t}, {t′′, t}, and {t′′′, t}). Let G′
be the resulting (undirected) graph and let T ′ = {t′, t′′, t′′′ : t ∈ T} be the new set of terminals. Finally,
compute an s-way cut-covering set for G′ and T ′ as in Theorem 2. Let Z ′ ⊆ V (G′) be the resulting set; we
argue that Z := (Z ′ ∩ V ) ∪ T is the sought-after set for G.
For that, let T = (T0, T1, . . . , Ts, TX) be a generalized s-partition of T , with special sets TX and T0, and
let X ⊆ V be a minimum multiway cut of T . We define an s-partition T ′ = (T ′1, . . . , T ′s) of T ′ as follows.
For every t ∈ Ti, i ∈ [s], we place all three terminals t′, t′′, t′′′ in T ′i . For every t ∈ TX , we place t′ in T1, t′′
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in T2 and t
′′′ in T3. Finally, for t ∈ T0, if t is reachable from a terminal in Ti in G \X for some i ∈ [s], then
the terminals t′, t′′, t′′′ are all placed in T ′i ; otherwise they are placed in T
′
1. This completes the description
of T ′. Let X ′ ⊆ Z ′ be a minimum multiway cut of T ′ in G′. We show that X ′ contains a minimum multiway
cut of T in G.
First of all, we argue that for every t ∈ TX we have t ∈ X ′. Indeed, if t /∈ X ′ then X ′ must contain
at least two vertices out of t′, t′′, t′′′, and replacing these two by t would produce a smaller multiway cut.
Second, let ti ∈ Ti and tj ∈ Tj be arbitrary terminals in different parts of T . Again by the optimality of X ′,
we observe that X ′ does not contain all three terminals t′, t′′, t′′′ for any t ∈ {ti, tj}; hence X ′ intersects
every path from ti to tj in G. This shows that X
′ \ TX is a multiway cut of (T1, . . . , Ts) in G − TX , hence
by definition X ′ \ TX is a multiway cut of T in G.
To argue the optimality of X ′ \TX , we show that X∪TX is a multiway cut of T ′ in G′. Indeed, let ti ∈ T ′i
and tj ∈ T ′j , with i 6= j. If ti and tj represent the same terminal t ∈ T , then t ∈ TX . Otherwise, ti and tj
represent distinct terminals in T which are separated by X ∪ TX in G, using that terminals from T0 are
placed in Ti if they are reachable from any t ∈ Ti in G−X. In both cases, X ∪TX separates ti from tj in G′,
showing that X ∪ TX is a valid multiway cut of T ′ in G′. Now |X ′| ≤ |X ∪ TX | by the optimality of X ′,
and we have |X ′| = |X ′ \ TX |+ |TX | ≤ |X ∪ TX | = |X|+ |TX |, implying |X ′ \ TX | ≤ |X|, as required. This
confirms that X ′ \ TX is an optimal multiway cut for T in G.
Finally, the cardinality of Z, the running time, and the success probability follow from Theorem 2.
6 Almost 2-SAT and related problems
In this section we give randomized polynomial kernels for almost 2-sat and several related problems. Our
first target is a problem that we call digraph pair cut, which captures the iterative compression version of
almost 2-sat (see Section 6.1). Our kernelization for this problem uses a variant of the constraint reduction
approach described in Section 4.1 and then applies the two-way cut-covering result from Section 5.1. The
result for almost 2-sat then follows by a polynomial parameter transformation to digraph pair cut via
its compression version, bootstrapped with an approximate solution (see Section 6.2). The further results
follow by (mostly) known reductions to almost 2-sat (see Section 6.3).
In order to improve the size of the kernel, we also give a new approximation result for almost 2-sat
(see Section 6.2). Previous results have shown an O(√log n)-approximation [3], which we used in a previous
version of this paper [47] combined with an FPT algorithm to give a solution of size O(OPT1.5), where OPT
denotes the size of an optimal solution; furthermore, a result of Even et al. [24] on symmetric multicut in
directed graphs can be used to provide an O(log OPT log log OPT)-approximation. We show that the kernel
and approximation can be combined to give a tighter approximation guarantee of O(√log OPT), implying
a kernel for almost 2-sat with O(k4 log2 k) variables.
For a 2-CNF formula F , let a deletion set X be a set of variables of F such that removing every clause
containing a variable in X leaves a satisfiable formula. We define the problem almost 2-sat as follows.
(Note that the problem may alternatively be defined by deleting at most k clauses; these two forms are
equivalent under simple transformations, cf. [54].)
almost 2-sat(k) Parameter: k.
Input: A formula F in 2-CNF and an integer k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a deletion set X for F of size at most k?
For technical convenience we assume that formulas F consist only of 2-clauses, i.e., there are no singletons
(x) resp. (¬x). For both variable- and clause-deletion variant this can be easily achieved by replacing, e.g.,
(x) by (x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ ¬y) where y is a new variable. The deletion cost stays the same for both variants. We
will tacitly assume this form of replacement when (for ease of reading) we say that we add (x) or (¬x) to a
clause.
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6.1 A polynomial kernelization for Digraph Pair Cut(k)
In this section we provide a randomized polynomial kernelization for digraph pair cut(k); the problem is
formally defined as follows.
digraph pair cut(k) — dpc(k) Parameter: k.
Input: A directed graph D = (V,A) with source vertex s ∈ V , a set of pairs P ⊆ (V2), and an integer k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V \ {s} with |X| ≤ k such that no pair in P is reachable in D − X, i.e.,
such that for each {u, v} ∈ P at least one of u and v is not reachable from s in D −X?
digraph pair cut can be seen as a cut-based generalization of vertex cover. Specifically, if the
graph D is an n-point star with s in the center, then the input is equivalent to a vertex cover instance
with one edge for every pair in P.
Another view is as follows. Let a P-transversal be a set T ⊆ ⋃P that intersects every pair P ∈ P. The
problem digraph pair cut can then be phrased as seeking a P-transversal of cost f(T ) ≤ k, where f(T ) is
the size of a minimum (s, T )-cut in D. Since cut functions are submodular, this shows that digraph pair
cut is a special case of the generic problem Submodular Vertex Cover. More specifically, Lova´sz [51]
refers to the combination of a graph G = (V,E) and a matroid M on ground set V as a pregeometric graph,
and refers to the problem of finding a vertex cover for G of minimum rank in M as the covering problem
for pregeometric graphs. The same problem is referred to by Meesum et al. [56] as rank vertex cover.
Taking the set of pairs P as the edges of a graph, and the gammoid on W = ⋃P as the matroid, we see
that digraph pair cut is a special case of rank vertex cover. Meesum et al. [56] built on the work of
Lova´sz to give an alternative polynomial instance compression for vertex cover above lp, and thereby
also for almost 2-sat.
The following theorem shows that digraph pair cut can be solved almost as efficiently as vertex
cover, using the following observation.
Observation 1. We can safely restrict our attention to solutions X that are closest to s: If X is a solution
then every (s,X)-cut X ′ of size at most |X| must also be a solution; if X is not closest then such a closest
cut X ′ exists.
Theorem 14. The digraph pair cut problem can be solved in time O∗(2k).
Proof. Let a directed graph D = (V,A), a vertex s ∈ V , a set of pairs P, and an integer k be given. Based on
Observation 1 the algorithm will seek a solution that is closest to s. The algorithm solves the more general
problem of checking for a P-transversal of cost at most k which contains T , for a given vertex set T . This
is equivalent to digraph pair cut for T = ∅.
1. Initialize by creating copies S = {s1, . . . , sk+1} of s (to make s undeletable), and let T = ∅.
2. Let C be the min-(S, T )-cut closest to S. If |C| > k, reject the instance. If no pair is reachable
in D − C, accept the instance.
3. Otherwise, let P = {u, v} be a pair reachable in D − C. Branch two ways, adding either u or v to T
and return to Step 2.
Since every recursion in Step 3 increases the min-cut size λ, at most k recursion steps are taken, and the
algorithm runs in time O∗(2k) as promised.
We have already discussed in Section 4.1 the key ideas for how to reduce the number of pairs in P. This
will form the first half of the kernelization; the second consists of an application of the two-way cut-covering
result of Theorem 1. To adhere to the standard gammoid definition where each source vertex has capacity
one, gammoid tools will be applied to the graph Ds obtained from D by using a set S of k + 1 copies of s
as sources.
For closest solutions X, in fact for any closest set X, Proposition 3 tells us that reachability of v from s
in D−X is equivalent to independence of X ∪{v}. Thus, the vertices p, q of some pair P ∈ P are reachable
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from s relative to a (proposed) solution X if and only if both X ∪ {p} and X ∪ {q} are independent in the
gammoid (Ds, S). As discussed earlier, we have no reason to assume that in general also X ∪ {p, q} would
be independent, and instead we will use independence in a matroid that consists of two disjoint copies of the
gammoid (Ds, S).
Lemma 15. There is a randomized algorithm that given an instance (D, s,P, k) of dpc(k) takes time
polynomial in the input size and, with failure probability exponentially small in |D|, returns a set P∗ ⊆ P of
size O(k2), such that for any set X ⊆ V \ {s} closest to s of at most k vertices, the graph D −X contains
a reachable pair P ∈ P if and only if it contains a reachable pair P ∗ ∈ P∗.
Proof. Split s into k + 1 copies, and let S contain these vertices; let Ds denote the obtained graph. Form
a matroid M by taking two disjoint copies of the gammoid (Ds, S); let v(1) and v(2) be the copies of a
vertex v ∈ V in the first resp. the second part of this matroid. Note that M has rank 2k + 2. Now, form a
set Y by taking, for every {u, v} ∈ P, the pair {u(1), v(2)}. Use the representative sets lemma to compute
a representative subset Y∗ of Y, and let P∗ contain all pairs that occur in Y∗. A representation of M can
be computed in randomized polynomial time, with failure probability as requested, by Theorem 7, and the
size of P∗ and the running time follow from the representative sets lemma.
Let X ⊆ V \ {s} be any closest set of size at most k and let X ′ = {x(1), x(2) | x ∈ X}. Note that X is
also closest to S in Ds. Assume that D −X contains a reachable pair P = {u, v} ∈ P. It follows that P is
also reachable from S in Ds−X. By Proposition 3 and Lemma 3, we have that {u(1), v(2)} ∈ Y extends X ′,
and since Y∗ is a representative set, some pair in Y∗ extends X ′ as well. This represents some reachable
pair P ∗ ∈ P∗ in Ds −X. Since X ⊆ V \ {s} the pair P ∗ is also reachable in D −X. The converse is trivial
since P∗ ⊆ P.
Note that the bound on |P∗| is tight even in the case of vertex cover, where O(k2) edges is optimal [19].
Henceforth, we may assume that instances (D, s,P, k) of dpc(k) have |P| ∈ O(k2). We can use this to
describe solutions for dpc(k) as optimal (S, T )-cuts where T ⊆ ⋃P is a P-transversal. This perspective will
allow us, later, to directly apply the two-way cut-covering result and ensure that some optimal solution is
preserved.
Lemma 16. Let (D, s,P, k) be an instance of dpc(k) with D = (V,A), and let Ds be obtained by taking
a set S of k + 1 copies of s. If X ⊆ V \ {s} separates each pair of P from s then there is a P-transversal
T ⊆ ⋃P such that X is an (S, T )-cut in Ds. Conversely, if X ⊆ (V \ {s})∪S with |X| ≤ k is an (S, T )-cut
in Ds for a P-transversal T ⊆
⋃P then in D − (X \ S) no pair in P is reachable from s.
Proof. Let X ⊆ V \ {s} be such that in D −X no pair of P is reachable from s. Pick a P-transversal T by
selecting for each pair P ∈ P a vertex v ∈ P that is not reachable from s in D −X; clearly such a choice
exists for every P . Observe that no copy of s in Ds can trace a path to a vertex v ∈ T in Ds −X since that
would give a path from s to v in D −X. Thus, X is indeed an (S, T )-cut in Ds for a P-transversal T .
Conversely, fix any P-transversal T and let X ⊆ (V \ {s}) ∪ S be an (S, T )-cut of size at most k in Ds.
Since |X| ≤ k we can pick some vertex s′ ∈ S \X that is present in Ds −X. Since X separates S from T
there cannot be a path from s′ to T in Ds − X. It follows directly that X \ S also separates s from T in
D −X. This implies that no pair P ∈ P is reachable from s in D − (X \ S) = D −X.
Using the two-way cut-covering theorem we obtain a kernelization for digraph pair cut(k). Our
kernelization for almost 2-sat(k) uses a reduction to digraph pair cut(k) but we obtain a better size
bound by a tailored argument rather than using the present kernelization as a black box (as in the previous
version).
Theorem 15 (Theorem 3). digraph pair cut(k) admits a randomized polynomial kernelization that on
input (D, s,P, k) returns an equivalent instance with O(k4) vertices. The error probability is exponentially
small in the input size.
Proof. Given (D, s,P, k) with D = (V,A) the kernelization proceeds as follows.
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• Reduce the number of pairs in P to O(k2) using Lemma 15.
• Apply Theorem 1 on Ds, S, and W =
⋃P to compute a set Z ⊆ V of size at most O(|S|·|W |·(k+1)) =
O(k4) that for every A ⊆ S, B ⊆W contains the vertices of a minimum (A,B)-cut.
• Apply the torso operation with the vertex set Z ′ = {s} ∪W ∪ (Z \ S) in D:
– Add an arc (u, v) for u, v ∈ Z ′ if there is a directed path from u to v with no internal vertex from
Z ′.
– Delete all vertices of V \ Z ′ from D to obtain D′.
Return (D′, s,P, k) as the kernelized instance.
The number of vertices is dominated by the bound of O(k4) on the size of Z by Theorem 1. Each step can
be performed in polynomial time with failure probability at most exponentially small in the input size.
Correctness. By Lemma 15 the reduction of |P| to O(k2) is correct (up to the exponentially small error
probability), and preserves closest solutions of all sizes t ≤ k. Thus, taking the torso operation on any vertex
set containing s and all remaining pairs can only err on making the instance negative. (Recall that the torso
operation captures making vertices undeletable, which shrinks the space of feasible solutions.) It remains to
show that positive instances with O(k2) pairs are correctly handled.
Let (D, s,P, k) be a yes-instance of dpc(k) with |P| = O(k2), and let X ⊆ V \ {s} of size at most k
such that no pair in P is reachable from s in D − X. Pick a P-transversal TX ⊆ W =
⋃P such that X
is an (S, TX)-cut in Ds. This upper bounds the size of minimum (S, TX)-cuts by |X|. Now by Theorem 1
there is a minimum (S, TX)-cut X
∗ contained in Z, i.e. X∗ ⊆ Z. Clearly, |X∗| ≤ |X| ≤ k. Observe also that
X∗ ∩ S = ∅ since deleting S only partially has no effect and |S| > |X∗|. We claim that X∗ is a solution for
the kernelized instance (D′, s,P, k).
Assume for contradiction that in D′ − X∗ some pair P ∈ P is reachable from s. Let v ∈ P ∩ TX and
consider a path from s to v in D′ − X∗. By definition of the torso operation this directly corresponds to
a path in D from s to v with no internal vertex from X∗ since arcs introduced by the operation can be
replaced by paths with internal vertices from V \ Z ′, which is disjoint from X∗ ⊆ Z ′. This directly gives a
path from S to v ∈ TX in Ds, contradicting the choice of X∗ as (S, TX)-cut. Thus, X∗ is indeed a solution
for (D′, s,P, k).
We note that a generalization of the results of this section from pairs to q-tuples still holds. Consider
the generalization of digraph pair cut to the problem digraph q-tuple cut, where the input contains
a set Q of q-tuples over V instead of a set of pairs P, and where the task is to separate at least one member
of every q-tuple from s, at cost at most k. Then the natural generalizations of the above results allow us to
reduce Q to a set of O(kq) representative q-tuples, and give a polynomial kernel for digraph q-tuple cut
of O(kq+2) vertices. Again, note that a bound of O(kq) on the size of Q in the kernel is tight for q-tuples,
by a straightforward reduction from q-hitting set, which by Dell and van Melkebeek [19] has no kernel of
total size of O(kq−) for any  > 0 unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
6.2 A polynomial kernelization for Almost 2-SAT(k)
We will now give a randomized polynomial kernel for almost 2-sat(k), by reducing the iterative compression
form of the problem to digraph pair cut(k). By bootstrapping the compression step with an approximate
solution of appropriate size, we get a polynomial kernel. Let us begin with explicitly defining the iterative
compression form of almost 2-sat.
almost 2-sat compression(|X|) Parameter: |X|.
Input: A 2-CNF formula F , an integer k, and a deletion set X for F .
Question: Is there a deletion set X ′ for F of size at most k?
For a 2-CNF formula F and a set of variables S occurring in F , let F − S denote the result of removing
every clause that intersects S from F . The reduction from almost 2-sat compression(|X|) to digraph
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pair cut(k) goes as follows. Let (F , k,X) be an instance of almost 2-sat compression(|X|) on variable
set V . By negating variables in F , we ensure that F −X is zero-valid, i.e., satisfied by the assignment which
sets all variables to false. (To do so, take any satisfying assignment of F −X and negate all variables that
are set to 1.) In particular, this means that there are no positive clauses (u ∨ v) in F − X. We create an
instance of digraph pair cut(k) according to the following procedure.
Reduction. Intuitively, vertices in the created graph correspond directly to variables of F and reachability
of a vertex from s corresponds to setting the variable to 1; here zero-validity of F −X is crucial for encoding
clauses via arcs and pairs. For variables x ∈ X we instead use two vertices x0, x1 of which one must always
be deleted because they are neighbors of s and we add the pair {x0, x1}. If xi is not deleted then this
corresponds to setting x to i. The total budget is k′ = |X| + k consisting of budget |X| for deletion of one
of x0 and x1 for each x ∈ X and budget k for the actual deletions: Deleting both x0 and x1 instead of one
costs 1 extra and corresponds to deletion of variable x; for variables v ∈ V \X deletion of vertex v directly
corresponds to deletion of v in F . Formally, we proceed as follows:
1. Create a directed graph D with vertex set V ′ = {s}∪{x0, x1 | x ∈ X}∪ (V \X) and with an arc (s, xi)
for every x ∈ X, i ∈ {0, 1}.
2. Create an initial set of pairs P = {{x0, x1} | x ∈ X}.
3. For clauses on two variables x, y ∈ X add the pair {xi, yj} to P where x = i and y = j is the unique
assignment that falsifies the clause.
4. For clauses on two variables u, v ∈ V \X, taking into account symmetry and zero-validity of F −X,
there are only two cases:
(a) For clauses (¬u ∨ v) ≡ (u → v) add the arc (u, v) to D. If neither vertex is deleted then this
prevents that u is reachable but v is not, which corresponds to the unique assignment u = 1 and
v = 0 that falsifies the clause.
(b) For clauses (¬u∨¬v) add the pair {u, v} to D. If neither vertex is deleted then this prevents that
both are reachable, which corresponds to the unique assignment u = 1 and v = 1 that falsifies
the clause.
5. For clauses on two variables x ∈ X and v ∈ V \ X there are four cases, including also the positive
clause (x ∨ v). Because we can use x0 and x1, in particular x0 to express ¬x, they can be treated in
the same way as the previous two:
(a) For clauses (x ∨ v) ≡ (¬x→ v) add the arc (x0, v) to D.
(b) For clauses (¬x ∨ v) ≡ (x→ v) add the arc (x1, v) to D.
(c) For clauses (x ∨ ¬v) ≡ (¬(¬x) ∨ ¬v) add the pair {x0, v} to P.
(d) For clauses (¬x ∨ ¬v) add the pair {x1, v} to P.
6. Output the instance with directed graph D = (V ′, A), source vertex s, pairs P, and budget k′ = k+|X|.
We note that if |X| ≥ k, which can readily be assumed since otherwise the instance is trivially yes, then this
a polynomial parameter transformation from almost 2-sat compression(|X|) to digraph pair cut(k).
See Lemma 17 below for a sketch of a proof. Combined with an approximate solution X of size kO(1), this
can be used for a polynomial kernelization of almost 2-sat(k) (as was done in the preliminary version of
this article [46]). However, doing so directly increases the problem parameter from k to k+ |X|, which both
increases the running time of an FPT algorithm and prevents us from usefully running an approximation
algorithm on the output. Instead we show how to compute a solution-covering set for F directly.
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Lemma 17. There is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm that takes an input (F , k,X) of almost
2-sat compression(|X|) where k < |X| and computes a set Y ⊇ X of O(|X|4) variables such that Y
contains a minimum-cardinality deletion set for F . The failure probability is exponentially small in the input
size.
Proof. Let an instance (F , k,X) of almost 2-sat compression(|X|) be given and assume without loss of
generality that F −X is zero-valid. Reduce (F , k,X) to an instance (D, s,P, k) of digraph pair cut(k)
using the reduction given above. Let V be the set of variables of F , and let X ′ = {x0, x1 | x ∈ X}. Use
Lemma 15 with input (D, s,P, |X|) to reduce P to a representative set of O(|X|2) pairs; let W = X ′ ∪⋃P
be the vertices contained in the remaining pairs together with all vertices in X ′. Use Theorem 1 to compute
a cut-covering set Z for 2-way cuts between subsets of X ′ and W in D, and define Y = X ∪ (Z \ X ′)
and Y ′ = W ∪ Z. We have |W | = O(|X|2), and |Y | = O(|X||W ||X|) = O(|X|4). Clearly, all steps can be
performed in randomized polynomial time. We show that Y contains a minimum-cardinality deletion set
for F .
To this end, let B be a minimum-cardinality deletion set for F , where |B| ≤ |X|, and let φ : (V \ B)→
{0, 1} be a satisfying assignment for F −B. Define
B′ = {x0, x1 | x ∈ B ∩X} ∪ {x1−i | φ(x) = i, x ∈ X \B} ∪ (B \X),
i.e., B′ coincides with B on V \X but it deletes both x0 and x1 when B deletes x ∈ X and otherwise deletes
xi not matching the assignment φ(x). Clearly, |B′| = |B|+ |X|.
We claim that for every vertex v ∈ V \ X which is reachable from s in D − B′ we have φ(v) = 1. By
construction, for every v ∈ V \X, there is an arc (α, v) in D exactly when there is a 2-clause in F enforcing
(φ(α) = 1 → φ(v) = 1). For every x ∈ X, the vertex xi remains in D − B′ exactly if x /∈ B and φ(x) = i,
and due to the arc (s, xi) it is then always reachable. Hence the claim follows.
Next define T = (B′ ∩W ) ∪ {v ∈ W \X ′ | φ(v) = 0}, i.e., T contains vertices from W which are either
deleted by B′ (and recall X ′ ⊆ W ) or which are set to false by φ. By the previous paragraph, B′ separates
T from s in D. It can also be seen that T is a P-transversal, although we will not explicitly need this fact
in this proof.
Now, since Y ′ is a cut-covering set, there is a minimum (X ′, T )-vertex cut Bˆ′ ⊆ Y ′. Consider such a
vertex cut, and define Bˆ ⊆ Y as {x | x0, x1 ∈ Bˆ′} ∪ (Bˆ′ \X ′). We will show that Bˆ is a deletion set for F ,
and that |Bˆ| ≤ |B|. For the former, let R ⊆ V (D) be the set of vertices reachable from X ′ \ Bˆ′ in D − Bˆ′.
Define an assignment φ∗ : (V \ Bˆ)→ {0, 1} as
φ∗(v) =

i v ∈ X, v1−i ∈ Bˆ′, vi /∈ Bˆ′
1 v ∈ V \X, v ∈ R
0 v ∈ V \X, v /∈ R.
Note that this exhausts the cases for variables in V \ Bˆ, i.e., φ∗(v) is defined if and only if v /∈ Bˆ. We argue
that φ∗ is a satisfying assignment for F − Bˆ.
For this, assume to the contrary that there is a 2-clause C ∈ F that does not intersect Bˆ and which is
falsified by φ∗, i.e., φ∗ assigns values to both variables of C such that C is not satisfied by the assignment.
Consider the cases.
• First assume that C intersects X. By construction, for every x ∈ X, if x ∈ B then x ∈ Bˆ, and
if φ∗(x) = i then φ(x) = i. Indeed, since B′ ∩ X ′ ⊆ X ′ ∩ T , every (X ′, T )-cut, including Bˆ′, must
contain B′ ∩ X ′. So if x ∈ B ∩ X then x0, x1 ∈ X ′ ∩ B′, hence x0, x1 ∈ Bˆ′ and x ∈ Bˆ. Similarly,
if φ∗(x) = i then xi /∈ Bˆ′, hence xi /∈ B′ and φ(x) = i. Hence no clause with both variables
contained in X is falsified by φ∗, and C must contain two variables x, v where x ∈ X and v ∈ (V \X),
where furthermore φ(x) = φ∗(x) and this assignment fails to satisfy C. Let φ(x) = i, i ∈ {0, 1} so
that xi /∈ B′ ∪ Bˆ′. There are two cases. If v occurs negatively in C, then there is a pair {xi, v} in P,
and we must have v ∈ T . But then v /∈ R by definition of Bˆ′, which contradicts the assumption
that φ∗(v) = 1. If v occurs positively in C, then there is an arc (xi, v) in D and since xi /∈ Bˆ′ we
conclude v ∈ R and φ∗(v) = 1, satisfying C.
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• Otherwise C is disjoint from X, and by assumption C is zero-valid. If C = (¬u ∨ ¬v) for some u, v ∈
V \X, then there is a pair {u, v} in P. Since φ satisfies C, assume w.l.o.g. that φ(u) = 0. But then
u ∈ T and Bˆ′ separates u from s, implying u /∈ R. This contradicts φ∗(u) = φ∗(v) = 1.
• In the remaining case, we have w.l.o.g. C = (¬u ∨ v), u, v ∈ (V \X), and there is an arc (u, v) in D.
Since φ∗ falsifies C, we have φ∗(u) = 1 and φ∗(v) = 0, implying u ∈ R and v ∈ V \ (R ∪ Bˆ). But this
contradicts the existence of the arc (u, v).
We conclude that every 2-clause in C is either satisfied by φ∗ or intersects Bˆ, i.e., Bˆ is a deletion set for F .
Furthermore |Bˆ| ≤ |B|: Note that
|Bˆ| = |{x ∈ X | x0, x1 ∈ Bˆ′}|+ |Bˆ′ \X ′| = |Bˆ′| − |X|,
and the same equation holds for B and B′. By choice of Bˆ′, we have |Bˆ′| ≤ |B′|; hence |Bˆ| ≤ |B|. Thus F
has an optimal deletion set contained in Y = X ∪ (Z \X ′).
We next show how to modify the torso operation to apply to 2-CNF formulas.
Lemma 18. Let F be a 2-CNF formula on variable set V , and let Y ⊆ V . There is a polynomial-time
procedure that computes a 2-CNF formula F ′, possibly including 1-clauses, on variable set Y such that for
every X ⊆ Y , X is a deletion set for F ′ if and only if X is a deletion set for F .
Proof. The procedure is analogous to the torso operation on graphs. Let U := V \ Y , and for a set S ⊆ V ,
define F [S] as the set of clauses of F whose variables are contained in S. Begin with F ′ := F [Y ]. For all
y ∈ Y and all φ′ : {y} → {0, 1}, if there is no satisfying assignment for F [U ∪ {y}] with y = φ′(y) then add
a 1-clause equivalent to (y 6= φ′(y)). Similarly, for all y, y′ ∈ Y and all φ′ : {y, y′} → {0, 1}, if there is no
satisfying assignment for F [U ∪ {y, y′}] with y = φ′(y) and y′ = φ′(y′) then add a 2-clause equivalent to
(y 6= φ′(y) ∨ y′ 6= φ′(y′)). We claim that the resulting formula F ′ has the desired properties.
Let X ⊆ Y , and assume first that X is a deletion set for F ′. Let φ′ : Y \ X → {0, 1} be a satisfying
assignment for F ′−X. We claim that X is also a deletion set for F . To this end, we extend φ′ to a satisfying
assignment for F −X as follows: For y ∈ Y \X and c ∈ {0, 1}, define Uc(y) ⊆ U as the set of variables in U
whose value is forced to c by setting y to φ′(y) considering only clauses of F [U ∪ {y}]. That is, begin with
adding to Uc(y) all variables u that have a 2-clause equivalent to (y = φ
′(y)→ u = c). Furthermore, apply
the following rule exhaustively: If u ∈ Uc(y) and there is a 2-clause equivalent to (u = c→ u′ = c′) then add
u′ to Uc′(y).
Observe that when U0(y)∩U1(y) 6= ∅ then the formula F [U ∪{y}] is not satisfiable when y = φ′(y). The
same is true if there is a 1-clause equivalent to (u 6= c) but u ∈ Uc(y). In both cases, by construction of F ′,
we must have added a 1-clause equivalent to (y 6= φ′(y)). This, however, contradicts the fact that φ′ is a
satisfying assignment for F ′ −X. Similarly, if there are variables y, y′ ∈ Y \X with U0(y) ∩ U1(y′) 6= ∅ or
U1(y)∩U0(y′) 6= ∅ then F [U ∪ {y, y′}] is not satisfiable for y = φ′(y) and y′ = φ′(y′). By construction of F ′
we must have added a clause preventing this assignment, which again contradicts the choice of φ′. It follows
that all pairs of sets U0(y) and U1(y
′) are disjoint for all y, y′ ∈ Y \X and do not contradict 1-clauses on
variables in U . Thus, φ′ can be extended with assignments φ(u) = c for every u ∈ Uc(y), y ∈ Y , c ∈ {0, 1}.
Let V ′ be the scope of this extended assignment φ. Now note that the 2-clauses of F −X not satisfied by φ
are exactly those of F − (V ′∪X), as any other case would imply a further propagation in the construction of
the sets Uc(y) above. Furthermore, F−(V ′∪X) ⊆ F [U ] and hence it is satisfiable by assumption. Therefore
we can extend φ to a satisfying assignment for F −X and X is a deletion set for F .
Now assume that X ⊆ Y is a deletion set of F . Let φ : V \ X → {0, 1} be a satisfying assignment for
F −X. Let φ′ denote the restriction of φ to Y . Clearly, φ′ is a satisfying assignment for F [Y \X]. It suffices
to show that φ′ also satisfies all clauses that were added when constructing F ′. Assume, for contradiction,
that some added 2-clause on variables y, y′ ∈ Y \X is not satisfied, say (y 6= c ∨ y′ 6= c′) for c, c′ ∈ {0, 1}.
By construction, there is no satisfying assignment for F [U ∪ {y, y′}] that extends y = c and y′ = c′. This,
however, contradicts the fact that φ is a satisfying assignment for (F −X) ⊇ F [U ∪ {y, y′}]. The argument
for a falsified 1-clause is analogous. Hence X is a deletion set for F ′.
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We can now show the kernel for almost 2-sat compression(|X|).
Theorem 16. almost 2-sat compression(|X|) has a randomized polynomial kernel with O(|X|4) vari-
ables and false negatives only. The failure probability is exponentially small in the input size.
Proof. Let (F , k,X) be an instance of almost 2-sat compression(|X|). If k ≥ |X| return a dummy
yes-instance, otherwise use Lemma 17 to compute a set Y ⊇ X of O(|X|4) variables such that Y contains
a minimum-cardinality deletion set for F . Use Lemma 18 to compute a 2-CNF formula F ′ on variable set
Y . Finally, replace 1-clauses (y) or (¬y) in F ′ by 2-clauses using new variables, as described at the start of
the section, ignoring duplicates. This introduces at most 2|Y | new variables. The kernel for almost 2-sat
compression(|X|) is now simply the instance (F ′, k,X).
The running time and failure probability of the process follows from the respective lemmas, and the
one-sided error follows from the torso-like operation of Lemma 18. In particular, note that all operations
performed in Lemma 17, such as the reduction of the number of pairs P via the representative sets lemma,
is only used to produce the variable set Y ; hence the only possible consequence of bad randomness is that
Y fails to contain an optimal deletion set.
To show correctness, first assume that (F , k,X) is yes, and let X ′ be a deletion set for F , |X ′| ≤ k.
There is then a deletion set X∗ ⊆ Y with |X∗| ≤ |X ′| by Lemma 17, and by Lemma 18, X∗ is also a deletion
set for F ′. Hence (F ′, k,X) is yes. On the other hand, assume that (F ′, k,X) is yes, with a deletion set
X∗. Then by Lemma 18 X∗ is also a deletion set for F and (F , k,X) is yes. Therefore the instances are
equivalent. Finally, we note that X is a deletion set for F ′ since X is a deletion set for F and X ⊆ Y , hence
(F ′, k,X) is a valid instance of almost 2-sat compression(|X|).
Theorem 17. almost 2-sat admits a randomized polynomial-time O(√log OPT)-approximation.
Proof. For brevity, let k0 = OPT. We show the result in steps, by first producing a solution of size O(k1.50 ),
then running Theorem 16 with this solution to produce an output of O(k60) vertices, then finally running an
approximation algorithm on this output for an approximation ratio of O(
√
log k60) = O(
√
log k0).
We first run an FPT algorithm for almost 2-sat(k) with parameter k ranging from 1 to blog nc. This can
be done in polynomial time by using, e.g., the O∗(2.3146k)-time algorithm of Lokshtanov et al. [50]. If we are
successful, we output an optimal solution in polynomial time, otherwise we have concluded that k0 ≥ log n.
Next we run the O(√log n)-approximation of Agarwal et al. [3] (using that we can freely convert between
clause- and variable-deletion variant), producing a solution X of size |X| = O(k0
√
log n) = O(k0
√
k0).
Finally, for every value of k from dlog ne to |X| − 1, we apply Theorem 16 to the instance (F , k,X) and run
the algorithm of Agarwal et al. [3] on the output, producing a new solution X ′ for every value of k. We
verify for each such set X ′ whether it is a deletion set for the original instance F , and output the smallest
deletion set verified this way. Clearly, the procedure runs in randomized polynomial time.
We argue correctness. If k0 < log n, then correctness is clear, hence assume k0 ≥ log n and |X| = O(k1.50 ).
Now consider the execution of Theorem 16 with parameter value k = k0. Then (F , k0, X) is yes and the
kernelization produces a kernel (F ′, k0, X) with O(|X|4) = O(k60) variables. By the correctness of the
kernelization, F ′ has a deletion set of size k0, and the approximation algorithm returns a solution X ′ of
size O(k0
√
log k60) = O(k0
√
log k0). Let Y ⊆ V (F) be the set that was produced by Lemma 17 in the
kernelization. We may assume that X ′ ⊆ Y , since any additional variables of F ′ were simply introduced to
implement 1-clauses (y) or (¬y), and can be replaced in X ′ by the original variable y. Then by Lemma 18,
X ′ is also a deletion set for F . By the verification procedure, any output we produce must be a deletion set
for F of size at most |X ′|, and we are done.
Theorem 18. almost 2-sat(k) admits a randomized kernelization with O(k4 log2 k) variables, parameter
value k′ ≤ k, with errors limited to false negatives and failure probability exponentially small in the input
size.
Proof. Let (F , k) be the input instance. Use Theorem 17 to produce a deletion set X for F . Let k0
be the size of an optimal solution. Then there are constants c and d such that |X| ≤ c(k0
√
log k0) + d.
If |X| > c(k√log k) + d, we reject the instance by producing a dummy no-instance, otherwise we run
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Theorem 16 on (F , k,X) to compute an instance (F ′, k,X), and we produce the output (F ′, k) as kernel,
where F ′ has O(|X|4) = O(k4 log2 k) vertices.
6.3 Implications for related problems
In this section, we show some consequences of the almost 2-sat kernel. As almost 2-sat is quite a general
problem, several interesting problems have been shown to reduce to it via parameter-preserving reductions
(PPTs). Many of these reductions are surveyed by Raman et al. [66]. For the remaining problem, rhorn-
backdoor deletion set, we need a few definitions. Let F be a CNF formula on a variable set V . To flip
a set S ⊆ V of variables in F refers to negating all occurrences in F of variables v ∈ S, i.e., for every v ∈ S
we replace v by ¬v and ¬v by v. A CNF formula F is Horn if every clause contains at most one positive
literal, and renamable Horn (RHorn) if one can flip a set of variables in F so that the result is Horn. sat for
Horn or RHorn formulas can be solved in polynomial time [33]. The problem rhorn-backdoor deletion
set, on input (F , k), refers to the problem of finding a set of at most k variables X in F such that deleting
all occurrences of variables in X from clauses of F leaves a RHorn formula [20, 33]. rhorn-backdoor
deletion set is known to reduce to vertex cover above matching [33].
All in all, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 6. The following problems have randomized polynomial kernels: vertex cover above match-
ing, vertex cover parameterized by ko˝nig deletion set, ko˝nig vertex deletion restricted to
input graphs having perfect matchings, and rhorn-backdoor deletion set.
Proof. All listed problems are NP-hard even with parameter value encoded in unary, since the maximum cost
of any solution is already polynomially bounded. Therefore, it suffices to refer to the appropriate PPTs (see
Section 2): vertex cover above matching and almost 2-sat(k) are equivalent under PPTs [66]. The
following problems are reducible to vertex cover above matching under PPTs: ko˝nig vertex dele-
tion restricted to input graphs having perfect matchings [58] and rhorn-backdoor deletion set [33].
For vertex cover parameterized by ko˝nig deletion set, i.e., given X such that G−X is a Ko˝nig
graph, parameterized by |X|, one may observe the following: If the target value, say `, is larger than a
minimum vertex cover of G−X (equal its maximum matching size, say m(G−X)) plus |X| then the answer
is trivially yes. Otherwise, from ` < |X|+m(G−X) it follows that `−m(G) ≤ `−m(G−X) < |X|. Hence,
by accounting for the target value as k := ` −m(G), i.e., “above maximum matching”, the parameter can
only decrease and we have an immediate PPT.
The result for vertex cover parameterized by ko˝nig deletion set generalizes the best known
kernelization result for vertex cover parameterized by a feedback vertex set [42]. There the input
contains X such that G−X is a forest, parameterized by |X|; as forests are also Ko˝nig, the parameter can
only decrease by reducing to parameterization by Ko˝nig deletion set. The same is true in comparison to
parameterization by an odd cycle transversal X.
We also provide a new reduction result in the form of a PPT from vertex cover above lp to vertex
cover above maximum matching. This implies that the two problems are equivalent; the reverse direction
holds trivially since the parameter can only decrease when comparing the target value to the LP cost instead
of to a maximum matching.
Lemma 19. There is a polynomial parameter transformation from vertex cover above lp to vertex
cover above maximum matching.
Proof. Let (G, k) be an instance of vertex cover above lp, i.e., asking whether G has a vertex cover
of size at most LP (G) + k, where LP (G) denotes the minimum cost of a fractional vertex cover for G.
Let ` = LP (G) + k. It is well known that the linear programming relaxation for vertex cover is half-
integral [5, 62], so we will only consider such solutions.
It suffices for us to show that G contains a large matching. For the argument let us fix any minimum
integral vertex cover X of G, and assume that the instance is yes, so |X| ≤ `. Create a graph G′ by adding
a set of 2k + 1 vertices Y , and making X and Y fully adjacent. Let us consider optimal fractional vertex
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covers of G′. We may clearly assume that each vertex of Y is assigned the same value in such a cover. We
also note that X is a vertex cover of G′, hence LP (G′) ≤ |X|.
If all vertices of Y are assigned 12 , or all are assigned 1, then the total cost is at least
LP (G) + 12 |Y | > LP (G) + k ≥ ` ≥ |X|,
using the simple fact that G′ always incurs a cost of at least LP (G) on the induced subgraph G in G′. Thus,
optimal fractional covers of G′ will assign zero to all of Y , since otherwise a cost exceeding X is incurred.
Setting Y to zero already forces setting X to one, giving the unique optimal fractional solution (with all
further vertices also set to zero).
Thus the graph G′ has a vertex cover X of size equal to the minimum fractional cost LP (G′). It is easy
to see that it also has a matching of size |X| = LP (G′): Assume that the vertices of X cannot be matched
into V (G′) \X. It follows, by Hall’s Theorem, that there is a subset X ′ of X with |NG′(X ′)| < |X ′|. But
then assigning 12 to X
′ and N(X ′) would give a cheaper fractional solution, a contradiction.
It follows that G′ has a matching of size |X|, implying that G = G′ − Y has a matching M of size at
least |X| − |Y | ≥ LP (G) − (2k + 1). Thus we get that our target value ` exceeds the size of a maximum
matching by at most `− |M | ≤ `− (LP (G)− (2k + 1)) = `− LP (G) + 2k + 1 ≤ 3k + 1.
Note that we do not need to know whether (G, k) is yes, nor do we need to know X. We may compute a
maximum matching M of G and check whether it meets at least the bound which we proved for the yes-case.
If so, then (G, k′) with k′ = `− |M | = LP (G) + k− |M | is an equivalent instance of vertex cover above
maximum matching with k′ ≤ 3k + 1. Otherwise, we know that (G, k, `) is no, and we return a dummy
no-instance.
As an immediate corollary we get that vertex cover above lp admits a polynomial kernel.
Corollary 7. vertex cover above lp admits a randomized polynomial kernelization.
7 Multiway cut and feedback problems
In this section we use the s-way cut-covering sets of Theorem 2 to obtain polynomial kernelizations for s-
multiway cut(k), s-multicut(k), and Γ-feedback vertex set(k). The following theorem summarizes
the results of this section.
Theorem 19. The following problems admit randomized polynomial kernelizations with error exponentially
small in the input size.
1. s-multiway cut(k) has a kernel with O(ks+1) vertices,
2. s-multicut(k) has a kernel with O(kd
√
2se+1) vertices, and
3. Γ-feedback vertex set(k) has a kernel with O((k log k log log k)s+1) vertices.
The three parts of Theorem 19 are proven over the course of the following three subsections.
7.1 A polynomial kernelization for s-Multiway Cut
In this section we give a polynomial kernelization for s-multiway cut(k), which is defined as follows.
s-multiway cut(k) Parameter: k.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), a set T ⊆ V of at most s terminals, and an integer k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V \ T such that each connected component of G−X contains at most one
terminal?
As a first step we briefly recall that using the LP-based approach of Guillemot [34] we can efficiently
reduce any given instance to an equivalent one that has at most 2k vertices that are adjacent to terminals.
This approach does not increase the number of terminals and, thus, we state it directly for s-multiway
cut(k).
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Lemma 20 ([34]). There is a polynomial-time algorithm that given any instance (G,T, k) of s-multiway
cut(k) returns an equivalent instance (G′, T ′, k′) with |NG′(T ′)| ≤ 2k′ and k′ ≤ k.
For ease of presentation we will tacitly assume that given instances (G,T, k) already satisfy |N(T )| ≤ 2k.
We may also assume that no vertex is adjacent to more than one terminal since it is optimal (and mandatory)
to delete such vertices to separate all terminals. Finally, we assume that no two terminals are adjacent since
that would make the instance trivially negative.
The following lemma captures the kernelization result. The main argument is that using Theorem 2 to
preserve an optimal s-way cut for every partition of N(T ) into at most s sets will also preserve an optimal
solution for (G,T, k), if one exists.
Lemma 21. s-multiway cut(k) has a randomized polynomial kernelization that on input of (G,T, k)
creates an equivalent instance (G′, T, k) with |V (G′)| = O(ks+1). The error probability is exponentially small
in the input size.
Proof. Given an instance (G,T, k), the kernelization proceeds by calling the algorithm of Theorem 2 on
input graph G and terminal set U := N(T ), preserving optimal s-way cuts of U . (Note that the set T
in the statement of Theorem 2 is distinct from the set T in the problem input (G,T, k).) In randomized
polynomial time, with error probability exponentially small in the size of |V (G)|, this returns a set Z ⊆ V
of size O(ks+1) such that for every partition U of U the set Z contains a minimum multiway cut for U in
G. The kernelization then applies the torso operation on Z ∪ U ∪ T to obtain the graph G′, i.e., by adding
shortcut edges for all paths with internal vertices from V \(Z∪U ∪T ) and restricting to vertex set Z∪U ∪T .
Assume that (G,T, k) is yes. Thus, there exists a multiway cut X ⊆ V \ T such that in G − X no
component contains more than one terminal. It follows directly that all terminal neighbors of any t ∈ T that
are present in G−X, i.e., the set N(t) \X ⊆ U , are in the same component. Thus, X is also a multiway cut
of the partition U of U that partitions according to adjacency with T . (Recall that every vertex is adjacent
with at most one terminal, and that no two terminals are adjacent.) Therefore, by Theorem 2, the set Z
also contains a multiway cut X ′ for U of size at most |X|. Then X ′ is also a multiway cut for U in G′, by the
properties of the torso operation (Proposition 2). Furthermore, we may assume that X ′ ∩ T = ∅, as X ′ \ T
would also be a multiway cut for U . It follows that X ′ is a multiway cut for G′, and (G′, T, k) is yes.
For the converse, assume that (G′, T, k) is yes, and let X be a multiway cut for G′ with |X| ≤ k. Then
X still separates all terminals of T in G (by Proposition 2), hence X is a multiway cut for G and (G,T, k)
is yes, too.
7.2 Polynomial kernelization for s-Multicut
In this section we turn to the multicut problem where, instead of separating every pair of terminals t1, t2
from a set T , we are given a family T of pairs and must separate every pair therein; in s-multicut instances
have at most s pairs to separate.
s-multicut(k) Parameter: k.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), a family T ⊆ (V2) with |T | ≤ s, and k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V \ V (T ) such that in G−X no component contains both vertices t1, t2 of
any pair {t1, t2} ∈ T ?
At high level we will proceed in a similar way as for the kernelization for s-multiway cut(k). The key
similarity is that a multicut X for T also splits the graph into components and thereby generates a partition
of the terminals. However, one can show that there is always a partition into at most d√2se sets such that
the requested multicut (if it exists) is also a multiway cut for that partition. Conversely, by preserving an
optimal multiway cut for each partition into at most d√2se sets that has a cut of size at most k, we also
preserve a multicut of size at most k for T (if one exists). As a minor difference, we work directly on the
set of terminals instead of the terminal neighbors, making each terminal “undeleteable” by creating k + 1
copies of it.
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Lemma 22. s-multicut(k) has a randomized polynomial kernelization that on input of (G, T , k) creates
an equivalent instance (G′, T , k) with |V (G′)| = O(kd
√
2se+1). The error probability is exponentially small in
the input size.
Proof. Let (G, T , k) be an instance of s-multicut(k) with T = {{a1, b1}, . . . , {ar, br}}, for some r ≤ s,
and let T = {ai, bi | i ∈ [r]}. Replace every terminal t ∈ T by a set of k + 1 copies t(1), . . . , t(k+1) that are
pairwise adjacent and whose neighborhoods are identical to that of t, to simulate t being undeletable, and
let U = {a(1)1 , . . . , b(k+1)r } be the full set of resulting terminals. Note that U has size at most 2r(k + 1) ≤
2s(k + 1) = O(k). Let G+ denote the resulting graph. The kernelization proceeds by calling the algorithm
of Theorem 2 on G+ and terminal set U , for which optimal d√2se-multiway cuts shall be preserved. In
randomized polynomial time with error probability exponentially small in the size of |V (G+)| = O(|V (G)|)
this returns a set Z+ ⊆ V (G+) of size O(kd
√
2se+1) such that for every partition U of U into at most
d√2se parts, the set Z+ contains a minimum multiway cut for U in G+. The kernelization then applies the
torso operation on Z ∪ T to obtain the graph G′ from G where Z := Z+ ∩ V (G), i.e., Z contains only the
non-terminal vertices in Z+ but Z ∪ T contains those and all terminals in G.
Assume that (G, T , k) is yes and let X ⊆ V \ T be a multicut of size at most k for T in G. Let U be a
maximally coarse partition of U such that
1. any two u, u′ ∈ U that are in the same connected component of G+ −X are contained in the same set
in the partition U , and
2. for any two sets U1, U2 ∈ U there is a terminal pair {ai, bi} ∈ T such that U1 contains copies of ai and
U2 contains copies of bi, or vice versa.
Such a partition U can be obtained as follows: First, because X ⊆ V \ T and because copies t(1), . . . , t(k+1)
form a clique, all copies t(i) of each terminal t ∈ T are present in G+−X and they are in the same connected
component. Now, start with the partition U = U0 of U that puts two terminals u, u′ ∈ U in the same set
if and only if they are in the same connected component of G+ − X. Next, merge any two sets in U that
do not fulfill (2); repeat this until all pairs of sets in U fulfill (2). Note that U0 has property (1) and that
this is preserved by the merging operation. Conversely, if {t, t′} ∈ T then t and t′ are in different connected
components of G −X, and any two t(i) and t′(j) are in different components of G+ −X. Thus no two t(i)
and t′(j), for {t, t′} ∈ T are in the same set of U0, and nor are they in the same set of U as pair requests in
T prevent merging of sets.
It is easy to see that condition (2) leads to an upper bound of d√2se for the number p of sets in U since
every pair U1, U2 ∈ U have a different terminal pair for (2) as all copies t(i) of any terminal t ∈ T are in the
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Here, the final implication holds because p is integer.
Thus, for the partition U of U there is a multiway cut of size at most k in G+, namely the set X. It
follows that Z+, as returned from Theorem 2 also contains a multiway cut X+ for U of size at most |X| ≤ k.
Let X ′ = X+ \ U , which also has size at most k and which has X ′ ∩ T = ∅. By definition of Z and since
X+ ⊆ Z+, it follows that X ′ ⊆ V (G′) = T ∪ Z. We show that X ′ is a multicut for T in G′: Fix any
{t, t′} ∈ T , noting that t, t′ ∈ T . By Proposition 3, there is a t, t′-path in G − X ′ if and only if there is a
t, t′-path in G′ −X ′, as the torso operation bypasses all vertices in V \ (T ∪ Z), t, t′ ∈ T , and X ′ ⊆ Z. In
other words, it suffices to show that X ′ separates t and t′ in G. Accordingly, let P = (t, v1, . . . , v`, t′) be any
t, t′-path in G. Since |X+| ≤ k, at least one copy each of t and t′ exists also in G+−X+, say t(i) and t′(j). It
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follows directly that P+ = (t(i), v1, . . . , v`, t
′(j)) is a path in G+ with t(i), t′(j) /∈ X+. Moreover, as observed
above, t(i) and t′(j) are in different sets of U and, thus, X+ must contain one of the internal vertices of P+,
say vq ∈ V \ T . Clearly, vq ∈ X ′ = X+ \ U , as required. Thus, X ′ is a solution for (G′, T , k), implying that
this instance is yes.
For the converse, recall that the torso operation will not decrease the cost of multicuts for T since it
corresponds to making all vertices in V \ (Z ∪ T ) undeletable, shrinking the space of feasible solutions.
7.3 Polynomial kernelization for Γ-Feedback Vertex Set(k)
As a further consequence of Theorem 2 we show how to obtain a polynomial kernel for the following group
cut problem. Let (Γ,⊗) be a finite group with unit element 1Γ ∈ Γ, and let Γ = {α1, . . . , αs} where α1 = 1Γ.
Γ-feedback vertex set(k)— Γ-fvs(k) Parameter: k.
Input: A directed graph D = (V,A), an edge labeling φ : A→ Γ, and an integer k.
Question: Is there a set X of at most k vertices such that D − X has a consistent labeling, i.e., a
function pi : V \X → Γ such that pi(u)⊗ φ((u, v)) = pi(v) for all arcs (u, v) of D −X.
We remark that the graph is directed only as a technical requirement, i.e., to define a direction for the
element labels. In all practical aspects (e.g., when referring to cycles in D), we will treat the graph as an
undirected graph (the underlying undirected graph of D), with edge labels that read differently in different
directions. Thus, if (u, v) ∈ A with label α, then we act as if in addition (v, u) ∈ A with label α−1. Since we
are dealing with the vertex deletion variant, this does not cause any problems.
An equivalent definition is as follows [34]. Let a cycle C in the underlying undirected graph of D be
called non-null (or non-unit) if its edge labels, read in the direction of traversal in the cycle, multiply to
any value other than 1Γ. Note that this is well-defined, and does not depend on the starting point or the
direction of traversal of the cycle. The problem Γ-fvs(k) is then equivalent to asking for a set of at most k
vertices which intersects all non-null cycles. This and similar problems were, e.g., studied by Guillemot [34]
and Chudnovsky et al. [12]. Note that the well-known odd cycle transversal problem is an instance
of this problem, with the group Z2. Guillemot [34] shows that group feedback arc set(k) and group
feedback vertex set(k + |Γ|) (see below) are FPT, but leaves open the questions of polynomial kernels,
and whether group feedback vertex set(k) is FPT. The latter question was answered affirmatively
by Cygan et al. [16]; a faster algorithm was shown by Iwata et al. [41]. Our current results make partial
progress towards the kernelization questions, but note that there is an easy reduction from multiway cut(k)
to group feedback vertex set(k): Use a group of size at least matching the number of terminals. Make
a clique on the terminals and add correct edge labels to enforce a different value for each terminal; also make
the terminals “heavy” by making k + 1 copies. All other edges have the unit label. It is easy to verify that
group cuts in the resulting graph correspond directly to multiway cuts in the input graph.
As a first step towards our kernel we will require a polynomial-time procedure for producing an initial
solution of size kO(1). This we do by reducing our problem to a vertex multicut setting, by splitting every
vertex in D into s copies, in a way that can be seen as splitting vertices into “literals”. Known approximation
algorithms then provide us with the initial solution we need. We begin by showing that an approximation
algorithm for vertex multicut is implicit in the literature.
Lemma 23. vertex multicut has an O(log OPT log log OPT)-approximation, where OPT is the size of
an optimal solution.
Proof. The problem reduces to symmetric multicut, which is defined as follows. The input is a directed
graph D = (V,A) with a capacity c(e) on every arc e ∈ A, and a set of terminal pairs S = {(si, ti) |
i = 1, . . . , p}. The task is to find a set F ⊆ A of minimum total capacity such that no strong connected
component of D−F contains both members si, ti of any terminal pair (si, ti) ∈ S. The problem Symmetric
Multicut has an O(log OPT log log OPT)-approximation, see Even et al. [24].
For the reduction, let (G = (V,E), T ) be an instance of vertex multicut, T ⊆ (V2). We create
a digraph D = (V ′, A) from G by replacing each edge {u, v} in G by a pair of arcs (u, v), (v, u), then
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subdividing every vertex by a directed arc. Concretely, we let V ′ = {v−, v+ | v ∈ V } and A = {(u+, v−) |
{u, v} ∈ E} ∪ {(v−, v+) | v ∈ V }. Furthermore, we let S = {(s−i , t+i ) | {si, ti} ∈ T } and assign capacity
c((v−, v+)) = 1 for each v ∈ V and c(e) = |V | + 1 for every other arc e ∈ A. For the correctness, observe
that every optimal solution to (D,S) will only delete arcs (v−, v+), corresponding to deleting a vertex in
G, since deleting all arcs (v−, v+) kills the path from s−i to t
+




i ) ∈ S. Thus consider a set of
vertices X ⊆ V and let X ′ = {(v−, v+) | v ∈ X}. We claim that X is a multicut of (G, T ) if and only if X ′
is a solution to (D,S). Indeed, on the one hand, if G−X contains an (s, t)-path P for some pair {s, t} ∈ T ,
then the copies in D of the vertices used in P contain both an (s−, t+)-path and an (t+, s−)-path, violating
the pair (s−, t+) ∈ S. On the other hand, if D −X ′ contains both an (s−, t+)-path and an (t+, s−)-path,
then the copies in G of the vertices used in the (s−i , t
+
i )-path contain an (si, ti)-path, violating the pair
{si, ti} ∈ T .
Lemma 24. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that given an instance (D,φ, k) of Γ-fvs(k) either proves
that it is negative or produces a solution of size O(|Γ|k log(|Γ|k) log log(|Γ|k)).
Proof. Let D = (V,A) and let s := |Γ|. We construct a graph G = (V ′, E) with V ′ = {v(α) | v ∈ V, α ∈ Γ}
and E = {{u(α), v(α⊗φ((u, v)))} | (u, v) ∈ A,α ∈ Γ}. These edges are chosen such that if {u(α), v(α′)} ∈ E,
and if pi is a consistent labeling which labels both u and v, then pi(u) = α if and only if pi(v) = α′. Finally,
the set of terminal pairs is T = {(u(α), u(α′)) | u ∈ V, α,α′ ∈ Γ, α 6= α′}. We show that the optimal multicut
of (G,T ) is within a factor of s of the optimal group feedback vertex set of (D,φ).
Claim 2. Let X be a group feedback vertex set for (D,φ) of size k. Then X ′ = {v(α) | v ∈ X,α ∈ Γ} is a
valid multicut of (G,T ) of size sk.
Proof of claim. Any path between terminal pairs in G−X ′ would form a non-null cycle in D −X.
Claim 3. Let X be a multicut of (G,T ). Let V (X) =
⋃
v(α)∈X{v}. Then V (X) is a solution to the group
cut problem of size at most |X|.
Proof of claim. Consider a non-null cycle in D − V (X), and a member v of this cycle. Arbitrarily select a
literal v(α) of v, and let S be the set of literals propagated along the cycle, i.e., if u is neighbor to v in the
cycle with an edge that prescribes pi(u) = pi(v) ⊗ α′, then add the literal u(α ⊗ α′) to S. Do this for one
revolution around the cycle, so that S contains two literals of v. The literals of S form a path in G − X
between different literals of v, which contradicts X being a multicut.
Now, if (D,φ, k) is positive, then by Lemma 23 we can find a multicutX for (G,T ) of sizeO(p log p log log p)
where p ≤ sk = |Γ|k is the size of a minimum multicut for (G,T ). This multicut X can then be projected
back into an initial feedback vertex set V (X) for (D,φ) of at most the same size. Otherwise, if X is too big,
we may reject (D,φ, k).
For the remainder of the section let us fix one instance (D,φ, k) of Γ-feedback vertex set(k) and
let X be an approximate solution of size at most O(sk log(sk) log log(sk)) obtained via Lemma 24. A simple
normalization is possible, in the form of an untangling. By a simple shifting of the arc labels, guided by the
existence of a consistent labeling for D−X, we can modify the labeling φ such that every arc of D−X gets
the label 1Γ, without changing the set of group feedback vertex sets. This will be very useful in treating
Γ-fvs(k) as a cut problem.
Lemma 25. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes an instance (D,φ, k) of Γ-feedback vertex
set(k) and a group feedback vertex set X for (D,φ), and produces a new labeling φ′ of D such that the
following hold:
1. For every arc (u, v) of D −X, we have φ((u, v)) = φ((v, u)) = 1Γ.
2. Every cycle of D is non-null with respect to φ if and only if it is non-null with respect to φ′.
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Proof. Fix any consistent labeling pi : (V \X) → Γ for D −X. Intuitively, for every vertex v ∈ V \X, we
will shift the labels of arcs incident with v by the inverse of pi(v). This will have the desired effect. Let us
begin by formally defining this shifting operation.
Claim 4. Let v ∈ V and α ∈ Γ. Define shifting φ by α at v as the following operation:
1. For every arc (u, v) in D, let the new label of (u, v) be φ((u, v))⊗ α
2. For every arc (v, u) in D, let the new label of (v, u) be α−1 ⊗ φ((v, u))
The shifting operation does not change the set of non-null cycles.
Proof of claim. Observe first that we maintain the required property φ((u, v)) = φ((v, u))−1. Next, consider
a cycle C in the underlying undirected graph of D. Assume that C passes through v in a sequence of
vertices uvw. Then the product of the new arc labels of (u, v) and (v, w) is φ((u, v))⊗α⊗α−1 ⊗ φ((v, w) =
φ((u, v))⊗ φ((v, w)), i.e., unchanged by the shift.
We modify φ by shifting v by pi(v)−1 for every v ∈ V \X in arbitrary order (note that this also modifies
the labels of arcs incident with X). Let the new labeling be φ′. By the claim, the set of non-null cycles is
unchanged by this operation. Furthermore, for any arc (u, v) in D −X we have
φ′((u, v)) = pi(u)⊗ φ((u, v))⊗ pi(v)−1 = 1Γ,
where the last equality holds since by assumption, pi(u)⊗ φ((u, v)) = pi(v).
Assume that the above modification has been applied to (D,φ) using X. As a side effect, note that the
orientation of arcs of D −X is now immaterial. Also assume that all arcs with exactly one endpoint in X
are outgoing from X, and that X is an independent set in D. The latter can be arranged by subdividing
arcs in D[X], assigning new arc labels appropriately. Note that for any (possibly closed) path P in D with
initial and final vertices in X and internal vertices in V \ X, the “resulting label” of P now depends only
on its initial and final arcs. At this point, we could reduce the problem to multiway cut with s terminals
by guessing which vertices x ∈ X are to be deleted, and guessing a label pi(x) to every non-deleted vertex x
(details omitted).
To incorporate this idea into a kernelization, we instead proceed as follows. Create an undirected graph G
by taking the underlying undirected graph of D − X, then for every vertex x ∈ X and every label α ∈ Γ
add a new vertex x(α) to G. Finally, connect x(α) to v if and only if x is incident with an arc (x, v) in D
with φ((x, v)) = α. Let T = {(x, α) | x ∈ X,α ∈ Γ}. We will show that group feedback vertex sets for (D,φ)
correspond to multiway cuts for certain generalized s-partitions of T in G, hence the kernelization can be
completed by invoking Theorem 13.
We introduce some notation for convenience.
Definition 5. Let (G,T ) and X be as above. For a set S ⊆ T , define X(S) = {x ∈ X | x(α) ∈ S, α ∈ Γ},
and for S ⊆ X define T (S) = {x(α) | x ∈ S, α ∈ Γ}. A set S ⊆ T is regular if T (X(S)) = S.
Lemma 26. Let (D = (V,A), φ, k) be a Γ-fvs(k) instance and let X ⊆ V be a group feedback vertex set
for D such that every arc of D−X has label 1Γ, D[X] is an independent set, and every arc incident with X
is oriented out of X. Let G and T be defined from D and X as above. The instance (D,φ, k) is yes for
Γ-fvs(k) if and only if there is a regular set TX ⊆ T , a partition T = {Tα | α ∈ Γ} of T \TX and a multiway
cut Y of T in G− TX such that
1. if x(α) ∈ Tα′ and x(β) ∈ Tβ′ then α′ ⊗ α−1 = β′ ⊗ β−1, and
2. |Y |+ |X(TX)| ≤ k.
Moreover, if Y and T fulfill these properties then X ′ = (Y \T )∪X(TX ∪ (Y ∩T )) is a solution for (D,φ, k).
We refer to a triple (TX , T , Y ) as a solution for (G,T ), and the cost of a solution is |X(TX ∪Y )∪ (Y \T )|.
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Proof. Assume first that (D,φ, k) is yes for Γ-fvs(k). Let X ′ ⊆ V with |X ′| ≤ k and let pi be a consistent
assignment for D−X ′. Let TX = T (X ′∩X) and let Y := X ′ \X ⊆ V (G)\TX . Note that |Y |+ |X(TX)| ≤ k.
Define a partition T = {Tα | α ∈ Γ} of T \TX by adding each x(α) ∈ T \TX to the set Tα′ with α′ = pi(x)⊗α.
Thus, if x(α) ∈ Tα′ and x(β) ∈ Tβ′ then α′ ⊗ α−1 = pi(x) = β′ ⊗ β−1, as required. We claim that Y is a
multiway cut for T in G− TX .
For this, let P be a path in G−(TX ∪Y ) with initial and final vertices in T and internal vertices in V \X.
Let x(α) and xˆ(αˆ) be the initial and final vertices of P , respectively. Then there is a corresponding (possibly
closed) path P ′ in D −X ′, with initial and final vertices x and xˆ, and with initial and final arcs labeled α
and αˆ, respectively (the last arc traversed in reverse in P ′). Furthermore, since pi is a consistent assignment
for D −X ′, we have pi(x)⊗ α⊗ αˆ−1 = pi(xˆ), since every arc of P ′ except the initial and final have label 1Γ.
We thus have pi(x)⊗α = pi(xˆ)⊗ αˆ, and by construction, x(α) and xˆ(αˆ) belong to the same set in T . Thus Y
is a multiway cut for T in G− TX , as claimed.
For the converse, assume that we have a set TX ⊆ T , a partition T = {Tα | α ∈ Γ} of T \ TX , and a set
Y ⊆ V (G) \ TX fulfilling the properties stated in the lemma. We claim that (D,φ, k) is yes for Γ-fvs(k).
Note that under the cost function we use, we may assume that TX is a regular set, i.e., TX = T (S) for
some S ⊆ X. Now define a set X ′ = S ∪ Y . Clearly, |X ′| ≤ k; we claim that X ′ is a solution for (D,φ, k).
To prove this, we construct a consistent assignment pi for D −X ′:
1. For x ∈ X \S, let pi(x) = α′⊗α−1 where α, α′ ∈ Γ such that x(α) ∈ Tα′ . Note that pi(x) is well-defined
by the first property assumed in the lemma statement.
2. For v ∈ (V \ X) that are not contained in X ′ we define pi(v) = α if there is an α ∈ Γ such that the
component of v in G− (TX ∪Y ) contains a vertex of Tα, or pi(v) = 1Γ otherwise. Since Y is a multiway
cut of T in G− TX this is well-defined.
To show consistency, consider an arc (u, v) in D −X ′. There are two cases. If u ∈ X, then v ∈ V \X since
X is independent. Assume φ((u, v) = α and pi(v) = α′. Then pi(u) = α′ ⊗ α−1, hence pi(u) ⊗ α = pi(v)
and (u, v) is consistent. Otherwise, since all arcs are oriented out of X in D, we have u, v ∈ V \X, hence
φ((u, v)) = 1Γ. Then u and v are in the same connected component of G − (TX ∪ Y ), and pi(u) = pi(v).
In both cases, the arc (u, v) is consistent, showing that X ′ is a solution to (D,φ, k). This completes the
proof.
This allows us to construct a polynomial kernelization for the compression version of the problem. For-
mally, let Γ-fvs compression denote the problem where the input is a Γ-fvs(k) instance (D = (V,A), φ, k)
and additionally a group feedback vertex set X ⊆ V , and the parameter is |X|. We show a kernel for this
problem.
Lemma 27. Γ-fvs compression has a randomized polynomial kernelization that on input (D,φ, k,X)
creates an equivalent instance (D′, φ′, k′, X ′) with |V (D′)| = O(|X|s+1). The error probability is exponentially
small in input size.
Proof. Normalize (untangle) the instance using X as per Lemma 25, and create the undirected graph G
and terminal set T from D and X as in Lemma 26. Let Z ⊆ V (G) be a cut-covering set for generalized
s-partitions of T in G, computed by Theorem 13. We will apply a torso operation for D down to (Z \T )∪X,
modified to account for the labeling φ.
To this end, let G′ be the result of applying the torso operation to G, down to vertex set T ∪Z. We argue
that, subject to the computation of Z having succeeded, (G,T ) admits a solution of cost at most k if and
only if (G′, T ) does. Indeed, let (TX , T , Y ) be a solution for (G,T ). By Theorem 13 we may assume Y ⊆ Z.
Then both Y and TX exist in G
′, and it is clear that for any pair of terminals t, t′ ∈ T \ TX , there is a path
between t and t′ in G− (TX ∪ Y ) if and only if there is such a path in G′ − (TX ∪ Y ). Thus (TX , T , Y ) is a
solution for (G′, T ). The reverse direction is argued similarly.
Next, we apply a cleaning step. Let X0 ⊆ X consist of those vertices x ∈ X such that there exists a
pair x(α), x(β) ∈ T connected by an edge in G′, where α 6= β. Furthermore, say that there is a conflict
between x ∈ X and v ∈ Z \ T if v is adjacent to two distinct copies x(α), x(β) of x in T . Let X1 ⊆ X
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contain every vertex x ∈ X that is involved in conflicts with more than k vertices v. Finally, delete the
vertices T (X0 ∪X1) from G′, subdivide every remaining edge in G′[T ], and subdivide every remaining edge
corresponding to a conflict. Let X ′ = X \ (X0 ∪X1) and k′ = k − |X0 ∪X1|. Let (G′′, T ′) denote the result
of these deletions and subdivisions. We claim that (G′, T ) admits a solution of cost at most k if and only
if (G′′, T ′) admits a solution with cost at most k′. The reverse direction is clear. For the forward direction,
let (TX , T , Y ) be a solution for (G′, T ) of cost at most k with Y ⊆ Z, as argued above. For every x ∈ X0, there
is an edge between some x(α) and x(β) in G′[T ]; hence at least one of x(α), x(β) ∈ Y ∪TX and x ∈ X(TX∪Y ),
and we may view x as deleted. Similarly, for every conflict on a pair x and v, at least one of x and v is
deleted, and if x is involved in more than k conflicts, then any solution of cost at most k must delete x.
Hence we may assume that an optimal solution will delete every vertex in X0 ∪X1. Also, subdividing edges
does not affect the solution status since there is always a minimum-cost solution that contains no subdividing
vertex.
To wrap up, we define a directed graph D′ on vertex set X ′∪ (V (G′′)\T ′) and an arc labeling φ′ of D′ to
correspond to (G′′, T ′) as follows: For each edge {u, v} in G′′ with u, v ∈ V (G′′)\T ′ we arbitrarily add either
(u, v) or (v, u) to D′ and label it with 1Γ. For each edge {x(α), v} in G′′ with x(α) ∈ T ′ and v ∈ V (G′′) \ T ′
we add an arc (x, v) to D′ and label it with α. Note that this exhausts all edges of G′′ and that the result is a
simple directed graph. We now observe that V (D′)∩X = X ′, that X ′ is a group feedback vertex set for D′,
and that applying the reduction of Lemma 26 to (D′, φ′, k′) and X ′ results in the graph G′′ and terminal
set T ′. Hence, by Lemma 26 and by the sequence of claims made above, (D′, φ′, k′, X ′) is yes for Γ-fvs
compression if and only if (D,φ, k,X) is. The running time and failure probability of the kernelization
follows. Finally, the number of vertices of D′ is O(|X|s+1 + |X|2 +k|X|) = O(|X|s+1), including the vertices
introduced via subdivision. This finishes the proof.
Lemma 28. Γ-feedback vertex set(k) for a group with s elements has a polynomial kernel with O((k log k log log k)s+1)
vertices and failure probability exponentially small in the input size, if s is a constant.
Proof. The first result follows by combining Lemma 24 with Lemma 27 and cleaning up the dependency on
s = O(1). Note that the output instance for Γ-fvs compression can be reduced to an instance of Γ-fvs(k)
by simply dropping the solution X.
8 Conclusions
We give powerful new techniques for polynomial kernelization, centered around applications of a lemma from
matroid theory due to Lova´sz [51] and Marx [53]. The resulting tools significantly advance the field of ker-
nelization, and imply polynomial kernels for a range of problems, including almost 2-sat(k), s-multiway
cut(k), and s-multicut(k) among other results. In particular, we show how the lemma can be applied
to devise an irrelevant vertex -based approach for graph cut problems. In addition to the aforementioned
kernels, this lets us find a form of cut-covering sets of small size: given a graph G and terminal set T , we
can find a set Z, of size polynomial in |T |, such that for every A,B ⊆ T , a minimum (A,B)-vertex cut
is contained in Z. Similarly, for a constant s, we can find a set Z of polynomial size such that for every
partition of T (or a subset of T ) into at most s blocks, a minimum multiway cut of the partition is contained
in Z. We foresee further applications of these results. Similarly to Kratsch and Wahlstro¨m [47], our kernels
are randomized; unlike in [47], they can all be made reduction rule-based. Furthermore, the failure proba-
bility can be reduced to be exponentially small in the input length, implying non-uniform polynomial-time
kernelization.
Despite being randomized, we note that all our kernels are compatible with the lower bound framework
of Bodlaender et al. [6] and Fortnow and Santhanam [31]; see [31, Corollary 3.4]. Hence, concrete polynomial
upper and lower bounds for the current problems is a relevant path of research (see [19, 18, 39]). Similarly, it
would be highly interesting to have deterministic kernelizations for the considered problems; likely this would
mean to abandon the use of represented gammoids since deterministic, polynomial-time representations for
gammoids are a longstanding open problem.
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Further significant open questions include the existence of polynomial kernels for the general form of
multiway cut(k) and multicut(s + k), in edge- and vertex-deletion variants, and for the group feed-
back arc set(k) and group feedback vertex set(k) problems with arbitrary groups. Additionally, a
polynomial kernel for directed feedback vertex set(k) remains an open problem.
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A Problem definitions
This section contains the definitions of all problems encountered in this work.
almost 2-sat(k) Parameter: k.
Input: A formula F in 2-CNF and an integer k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a deletion set X for F of size at most k?
almost 2-sat compression(|X|) Parameter: |X|.
Input: A 2-CNF formula F , an integer k, and a deletion set X for F .
Question: Is there a deletion set X ′ for F of size at most k?
digraph pair cut(k) — dpc(k) Parameter: k.
Input: A directed graph D = (V,A) with source vertex s ∈ V , a set of pairs P ⊆ (V2), and an integer k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V \ {s} with |X| ≤ k such that no pair in P is reachable in D − X, i.e.,
such that for each {u, v} ∈ P at least one of u and v is not reachable from s in D −X?
Γ-feedback vertex set(k) — Γ-fvs(k) Parameter: k.
Input: A directed graph D = (V,A), an edge labeling φ : A→ Γ, and an integer k.
Question: Is there a set X of at most k vertices such that D − X has a consistent labeling, i.e., a
function pi : V \X → Γ such that pi(u)⊗ φ((u, v)) = pi(v) for all arcs (u, v) of D −X.
ko˝nig vertex deletion on graphs with perfect matching(k) Parameter: k.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E) that has a perfect matching and an integer k.
Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V of size at most k such that G−X is a Ko˝nig graph?
s-multicut(k) Parameter: k.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), a family T ⊆ (V2) with |T | ≤ s, and k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V \ V (T ) such that in G−X no component contains both vertices t1, t2 of
any pair {t1, t2} ∈ T ?
s-multiway cut(k) Parameter: k.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), a set T ⊆ V of at most s terminals, and an integer k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V \ T such that each connected component of G−X contains at most one
terminal?
rhorn-backdoor deletion set(k) Parameter: k.
Input: A CNF-formula F and an integer k ∈ N.
Question: Is there a set X of at most k variables such that after deleting from F all clauses containing
a variable of X, the remaining formula F ′ is renamable Horn, i.e., such that the variables of F ′ can be
negated so that every clause contains at most one positive literal?
vertex cover above lp Parameter: k − |x|.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), an integer k, and an optimal fractional vertex cover x : V → [0, 1]
of total cost denoted by |x|.
Question: Is there a set S ⊆ V of size at most k that intersects all edge of G?
vertex cover above matching Parameter: k − |M |.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), an integer k, and a maximum matching M of G.
Question: Is there a set S ⊆ V of size at most k that intersects all edge of G?
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vertex cover parameterized by ko˝nig deletion set Parameter: |X|.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), an integer k, and a set X ⊆ V such that G−X is a Ko˝nig graph.
Question: Is there a set S ⊆ V of size at most k that intersects all edge of G?
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